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FOREWORD
The following definitions have been adopted and consistently
adhered to:
seguence:

the numberical or other arrangement of a set of words stored
or performed
instruction: a l6-digit binary word used to control the computer
operati9.!!':
'the 5' digits of an instruction" vlhichgo to the operation
control switch
command:
a control pulse from the control,matrix
process:
an automatic manipulation initiated by a command
moaulo:
(abbreviated "mod ll ) A number p modulo q is defined as the
numerator of the fractiona;J. remainder. when, :p_ is "divided by q
60
28
28
Ex. 1: 60 mod 32 •. 32:;: 1 + 32' hence 60 mod 32
I

=

Ex •. 2:

1.37 mod l.

SECTION 1.

~

_ 1 + ~,.hence 1.37 mod 1

1-

1

= .37

SHORT GUIDE TO CODING

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

~Program. A program is a sequence of actions by which a computer
handles a problem. The process ~f' determining the sequence of actions
is known as programming.

t/ Flow diagrams.', A flow diagram is' a series of statements of what the
computer" has ," to do at various stages in a program. Lines of flow indicate
how the computer passes from one stage of the program to another.
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Coded program. Programs and flow diagrams are somewhat idependent
of computer characteristics, but instructions for a computer must be
expressed in terms of a code. A set of instructions that will eriable
a computer to execute a program is called a coded program, and the
process of preparing a coded program is known as coding. Individual
coded instructions call for specific operations such as multiply, add,
shift, etc.
COMPUTER COMPONENTS
Registers and words. A register has 16 digit posi tion's, each able to
store a one or a zero. .A word is a set of 16 digits that may be stored in
a register. A word can represent an instruction or a number.
Arithmetic element. Arithmetic operations take place in the arithmetic
element, whose main components are" three flip-flop registers"; the a-Register,
the Accumulator, and the B-Register (Jill, AC, and BR). The 16 digit positions
of AR starting from the left are denoted by AR. 0, AR 1 ... AR 15. The digit
positions of AC and BR are denoted in a similar fashion. Words enter AC
through AR; BR is an extension of AC to the right.
Storage. The term "registerll by itself refers to the main electrostatic
storage, which consists of 1024 registers, each of which is identified by an
address. These addresses are II-digit binary numbers from 32 to 1055. The
computer identifies a register by its address. Electrostatic storage may at
some future date be expanded to 2048 registers, numbered 0 through 2047.
Input-output
All information entering or leaving the computer is
temporarily stored in the input-output register (lOR). The computer
regulates the flow of information between the internal storage and lOR, and
also calls for any necessary manipulation of external units.
0

Control element. The control element controls the sequence of computer
operations and their execution. The control element takes the instructions
one at a 'time from storage, where the instructions are stored as individual
words.
Inter-connections. The four main elements of the computer (storage,
control, arithmetic, and input-output) are connected by a parallel communications system, known as the bus.
REPRESENTATION OF INSTRUCTIONS
Operation section. When a word is used to represent an instruction the
first (left-hand) 5 digits, or 'operation section, specify a particular
operation in accordance with the operation code.
Address section. The remaining 11 digits, or address section, are
interpreted as a number with the binary point at the right-hand end. For
the majority of instructions this number is the address of the register whose
contents will be used in the operation. In the instructiops slh, ~, srh,
~, clc, and clh, the number specifies the extent of a shift, and also an
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additional variant, such as
is not used.

roundo~f;

in r§, rd, and !£, the address section

Example. The instruction c~ x has the effect of cl~aring AC (making all
the digits zero) and then copying into AC the word that is in the register
whose address is x. Ifq is a quantity in some register, the operation needed
to copy q in AC is not ~ but ~, where x is the a~dress of the register
that contains q.
'
REPRESENTATION OF NUMBERS
Singl~~~ord representations.
When a word is used to represent a number
the .first djgit iridicates: the sign and the remaining 15 are numerical digits.
For a positive number the sign digit is zero, and the 15 numerical digits with
a binary point at their left specify the magnitude of the number. The negative -y of a positive number y is represented by complementing all the digits,
including the sign digit, that would represent y. (The complement is formed
by replacing every zero by a one and everyone by a zero.) In this way a word
can represent any multiple of 2- 1 5 from -1 + 2- 1 5 to 1 - 2- 15 • Neither +1 nor
-1 can be represented by a single word.· Zero has two representations, either
16 zeros or 16 ones, which are called +0 and -0 respectively.

Overflow--increase of range and precision. With single-word representation
the range is limited to numbers between -1 + 2-15 and 1 - 2- 15 • Programs must
be so planned that arithmentic operations will not cause an overflow beyond this
range. The range may be extended by using a scale factor, which must be
a 3D-digit number. Overflow will stop the computer in an aritprnentic check
alarm except where special provis,ion has been made to accommodate the overflow
(see ~ operation).
COMPUTER PROCEDURE
Seauence of operations. After the execution of an instruction the program
counter in the control element holds the address of the register from which the
next instruction is to be taken. Control calls for this instruction' and
carries out the specified operation. If the operation is not ~ or £E the
address in the program counter then increases by one so that the next instruction is taken from the next consecutive register. T.he ~ and .£I2 instructions
permit a change in this sequential procedure.
Tranfers. A transfer of a digit from one digit position to another
affects only the latter digit position, whose previous content is lost.
Zero. All sums and differences resulting in, zero are represented as
negative zero {I. III III III III Ill) except in the two cases: (+0) + (+0)
and (+0) - (-0). The sign of a zero resulting from multiplication, division,
or shifting is in accordance with the usual sign convention.
Manipulation of instructions. Words representing instructiont may be
handled in the arithmetic element as numbers.
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Procedure in the arithmetic element. The execution of an addition
includes the process of adding in carries; this process treat~ all16 digits
as if they were numerical digits, a carry from AC 0 being added into AC 15.
(This compensation is necessary because of the method of representing negative
numbers.) A subtraction is executed by adding the complement. Multiplication,
division, scale factoring, shifting (by not cycling) and roundoff are all
executed with positive numbers, complementing being performed before and
after the process when necessary. For roundoff the digit in BR 0 is effectively
added into AC 15.
BR. The final binary value of digits which pass from AC to BR or vice
versa as a result of operations which multiply, divide, scale factor, or
shift (but not cycle} is determined by the sign digit assigned to AC at the
end of the operation. If the sign is negative the digits were in effect
complemented as they crossed the digit-boundary between AC and BR. If the
sign is positive no complementin~ occurred. ~he net effect is that a number
in BR is 'treated as,a positive magnitude, the sign of the nUmber being
indicated by the sign digit of AC. Therefore, if a number is to be recalled
from BR for further operations, it is necessary to compensate for any change
in the sign digit of AC which may have occurred after the number was placed
in BR •. No complementing of any sort occurs in the execution of the cycle
instructions, during which AC and BR may be considered a closed ring of 32
digit positions.

NOTATION FOR CODING
Addresses. A coded program requires certain registers to be used for
specified purposes. The addresses of these, registers must be chosen before
the program can be run on the computer, but for stu~v purposes this final
choice is un~ecessary, and the addresses can be indicated by a system of
symbols or index numbers.
Wri ting a coded program.

Reigsters from ''1hich control obtains instructions
separatel~ from registers
containing other information, which may be called data registers. A coded
program is written out in two columns: the first oontains the index number
of each action or data registers, and the second column indicates the word
that is initiall~ stored in that register. In many cases part or all of a
word may be immaterial because the contents of the register in question will
be changed during the course of the program. This state of affairs is indicated
by two dashes,for example, ca--.
may be called action registers, and should be listed

Oonventional notation. In order to make a program more readily understandable to others and more easily remembered by the author himself, it is
desirable to write short descriptions of the functions served by certain key
instructions and groups of instructions. It is also desirable to indicate
breaks and confluences in the "flow" of the program and to indicate instructions
which are altered or otherwise abnormally used during the program. Some
generally accepted symbols-fOr this purpose are exemplified and described below:
start---~

120

td 124

121

ca 161""

122

td 132

initial entry (i.e., start of program)
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123

ca 181

re-entry point, showing origin of re-entry

124

su(182)

address altered by program, initial value shown

125

sr 16

p:p

126

128

I

I

127

conditional short break in consecutivity
(note other form below)

ad 140.

I

I

\

128

~ad

129

133
address indicated by arrow (e .g. add~ess = 130 in
'this case), used primarily at early stages of
writing

tS)

130 (ca217/cs217)

(122,167)

word altered by program, alternative values
shown

131

sp 78

no break in consecutivity, despite sp operation,
where a closed subroutine is called in

132

ts (-)

address altered by program, initial value
immaterial, locations of altering instructions
shown, alternative values not shown

133 Ica 217

semi-pseudo instruction, serves both as instruction
and number

134 ~p 95

short break in consecutivity, used especially
where a closed subrouti~e with program
parameters is called for

135 p3
136

x 114

137 .9.P ...:.11.1_
138

ts 114

139

s:2 123

140 Ilrs 0
137, 171-7 141

conditional break in coneecutivity (note short
for~ above)

break in consecutivity (note short form above)
pseudo-instruction, serves only as a number,
not as instruction

ts 171

entry point, showing origins of entry

The abbreviations RC, CR. Abbreviations used in referring to the
register that contains a certain word or the word in a certain register are
RO

0

0

•

CR ••

0

= (Address

of) register containing •

0

= Contents of register (whose address is)

...
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The symbol si x. When an address forms part of an instruction it is
represented by the last 11 digits of a word whose first 5 digits specify an
operation. An address that is not part of an instruction is represented by
the last 11 digits of a word whose first 5 digits are zero, which is equivalent
to specifying the operation siD Thus the word for an unattached address x
may be 'lfri tten~. It may also be "Tri tten as +x or as -fox X 2- 15 •
SECTION 2.

WHIRLWIND I OPERATION CODE

NOTES ON THE OPERATION CODE
Introduction. The Whirlwind I Operation Code has been rewritten to
bring it up-to-date, and to incorporate all notes, wherever possible, with
the specific operations to which they apply, regardless of the undue repetition.
Included under each operation are the average time of execution, the function,
the contents (if altered) of AC, BR, AR, lOR, SAM, and register x after the
operation, and possible alarms.
Abbreviations.

=
AR =
BR =
SAM =
AC

The abbreviations used are the following:

=
=

Accumula tor

lOR

A-Register

ES

B-Register

x

IE;

address of a storage register

Special-Add Memory

n

=

a positive integer

In-Out Register
Electrostatic Storage

Contents of various registers. The contents of AC, BR, AR, lOR, SAM,
and the register whose address is x are undistur.bed unless the contrary is
stated.
Alarms. Arithmetic check, divide error, and check register alarms due
to programming cannot be caused except as specifically noted. M-1623 ,
I1Programming for In-Out Units" discusses in-out alarms.
Execution times. The times given are average times for the execution
of single instructions which are stored in ES and which refer to addresses
in ES. Further details are given in M-1623 and in E-I40.
In-Out Operations.
tion to and from various
are described briefly in
tion of these operations

Operations which call for the transmission of informauni ts of terminal. equipment termed "in-out operations, n
the Operation Code. Details of the actual applica(si, bi, rd, bo, and rc) appear in M-1623.

Three-letter operations. The three-letter operations slh, sIr, srh,
clc, and clh utilize part of the address section of the instruction
(namely, digit 6) to specify the operation. If an a.ddress is inserted in
one of these instructions by a ta or td operation, care must be taken to
maintain the presence or absence of digit 6 in the address of the modified
instruction. The two-letter designations, ~~, cl, are ambiguous and
cannot be used in programs, but they may be used in general descriptions
and comments.
~,
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Function

:Number

Binary

select in-out unit/stop

00000

Time

s1

45 micro see

Stop any in-out unit that may be running. Select a particular in-out
unit and start 'it operating in a specified mode, designated by the digits
p g r; or, stop the computer. si 0 will stop the computer; si 1 will stop
the computer only if the "Conditional Stop" switch is ON. An in-out alarm
may subsequently occur if the computer is not ready to receive information
transmitted to it from the selected in-out unit. A transfer check alarm
may resul t from the use of an illegal 'aj. address. For fur the r details, see
M-1623, "Programming For In-Out units."
rs x

reset

II

00001

30 microsec

rs

Reset any flip-flop storage registers connected to the "reset on rsn
circuit.
bi x

block transfer in
#2
00010
AVAILABLE ABOUT JAN 1953

(see M-1623)

bi

0

Transfer a block of n words or characters from an in-out unit to ES,
whf5e register x is the initial address of the block in ES, and ± n times
2is contained in AC. The computer is stopped while the transfer is taking
place. After a block transfer, AC contains the address which is one greater
than the ES address at which the last word was placed; AR contains the initial
address of the block in ES. Fur further details, see M-1623, "Programming
For In-Out· Uni ts."
rd x

read

00011

30 microsec

rd

Transfer word from lOR to AC, then clear lOR. (Wai t, if necessary,
for information .to arrive in lOR from an in-out unit.) Contents of AR is
identical to contents of AC. The address section of the instruction has
no significance. For further details, see 'M-1623.
bo x

block transfer out
#4
00100
AVAILABLE ABOUT JAN. 1953

(see M-1623)

Transfer block of n words from ES to an in-out unit, where x is the
initial address of the block in ES, and ± n times 2-15 is contained in AC.
,The computer is stopped'while the transfer is taking place. After the block
transfer, AC contains the address which is one greater than the ESaddress
from which the last word was taken and stored; AR contains the initial
address of the block in ESo For further details, see M-1623, nprogramming
For In-Out Unitso"

bo

,

'

.
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I','

:Cr (,.J

/

Ftmctlon

gperation.

rc x

Ntmlber

Binary

00101

record

Time

./ < 1,( (~

~ ~/-

30 miorosec

rc

. Transfer contents of AC 'VIia lOR to an in-out unit. IOR is
cleared only after an rc used as a display instruction. The address
section of the instruction has no significance. For further details,
see )(-1623, "Programming For In-Out Units."

ts x

transfer to storafS6

Transfer contents of
of x is destroyed.
td x

transfer

01000

11:.8

AO to register

%0

1.9

di~ita.

86 microsec

ta.

The original contents
01001

86 microseo

td

frans£er last 11 digits of AC to last 11 digit positions of
register %. The original contents of the last 11 d~it positions
of register x is!~destjpyed.
transfer address

01010

86 microsec

ta

Transfer last 11 digits of AR to last 11 digit positions of
register %. The original contents of the last 11 digit positions of
register x is destroyed
The!! operation normally to11ows an!E.
or !!. operation.
0

ck x

check

#11

01011

48 miorosec

\Compare contents of AC with contents of rs§ister xo .If contents of
Ae is identical to contents of register. x, proceed to next instruction;
otherwise stop the computer and give a ·check-register alarm.· (+0 is not
identioal to -0).
6:X: x
exchange
113
01101
86 mioroseo

ex

Exchange contents of AC with contents of register x (original
contents of AC in register x, original contents of register x in
J.C .and AR). !!...2. will clear AC without cle~.ing BRo
cp x

conditiona1progr~

114

01110

30 mioroseQ

cp

It number in AC 'is l'lSgative" prooeed as in!R.o

1s

posit~~1

proceed to next

instr~otion,

If number in AC
but clear the ARo

I

sp x

subpro~ram

t15

01111

30 microseo

Take next instruction from register x. If the .!E. instruction was
at 'address y ~ store
+ 1 in last 11 digit positions of ARo All of the
original con~ents 0 AR is lost.
ca x
clear and add
116
10000
48 microsec

sp

1

Clear AC and BR, then obtain oontents of SAJ4 (+1, 0, or -1) times 2-16
and add contents of register x, storing result.in ACo The oontents of
register x appears in ARo SAl! is c1earedo Overflow may occux-, giving an
arithmetic check a1ar.mo

ca
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Funoti~on~__________X_'_m_b_e_r_____
B_in_a_ry~____-T-'-me--________

olear and subtraot

tl'l

10001

48 microsec

08

Clear AC and BR, then obtain contents ot SAM (+1, 0, or -l)
ttmes·2-15 and subtraot contents ot reg1ste~ x, atortng result in
The contents of r~gister x.appears.in jR. ~ is oleared.
OverflOw may oocur, giving an arithmetic- check. alarm.

'c.

_·ad_x_ _ _&_d_d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _·'
..1_8_ _ 10010

48 micros8c

ad

Add .the oontents ot register x to oontents.ot AC, storing result

10 AC. The contents of register x appears in AR. SAM is

oleaCed~

Overflow may. oocur, giving. an arithmetic cheok alarm.

au z

subtract·

119

10011

48 mioroseo

eu

Subtract contents of register z trom contents of !O, storing
result in AC. The contents of register % ~ppears in AR. SAM is
cleared. Overflow may ooour, giving an ar.ithmetic .oheck alarm.

am. x

clear and add magnitude

120·

10100

48 microsec

Clear AC and BR, then obtain oontents of SIM (+1, 0, -1)
2-15 and add magnitude of content. ot register x, storing
result in AC. The magnitude ot the .contents ot register x.appears
in.lR. SAM is cleared. Overflow may ooour , giving an ari thmetio
aheok alarm.

t~es

sa x

special add

'21

10101

48 mie.ros8e

sa

Jdd contehts of register x·to contents ot AC, storing result in
AC and retaining in SAM any overflow (ineludiDg sign) for use with
next ca os; or em instruction. Between sa and the next ca, cs, or am, .
tor w~h~e sa:rs a preparatlon,the use-ot any instr~ction-Whioh
clears SAM wilrresult in the loss of the overflow, with no other
effect on the normal funotion' of the intervening operat·ion. (In
. addition to ca, os, and am, the follerring operations olear SAMt
~, su, sa, !.2., dm, !!:O, M" dv, .!b sr, and .!!..). If' the overflow
resulting trom the sa is to be disregarded, care must be taken to
destroy it before t!i8 next ~, .2!, or ~ instruction. The content.
of register x appears in AR. SAM is oleared before, but not atter,
the addition is perfor.med.
o

ao.x

add one

10110

86 mioros8c

.
Add the nl.Dllber 1 t1me~ 2-15 to oontentsof register x, stor1pg
the result in AC and in register x. The original oontents ot reg1steT z
appears in AR. SAIl is oleared. Overflow may ooour, giving an arithmetio .
. oheck alarmo

&0·
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Function
difference magnitudes

Number

Binary

#23

101ll

Time

48 microsec

dm

Subtract the magnitude of contents of register x from the magnitude of contents of AO" leaving result in AC. The magnitude of contents
of register x appears in AR. SAM is cleared.
mr x

multiply and roundoff

#24

11000

65 microsec

mr

Multiply contents of AC by contents of register x. Roundoff
result to 15 significant binary digits and store it in AC. Clear BR.
The magnitude of contents of register x appears in AR. SAM is cleared.
mhx

multiply and hold

#25

11001

65 microsec.

mh

Multiply contents of AC by contents of register x. Retainthe
full product in AC and the first 15 digit pOSitions of BR~ the last
digit position of ER being cleared. The magnitude of contents of
register x appears in AR. SAM is cleared.
dv x

divide

#26

11010

120 microsec

dv

Divide contents of AC qy contents of register x, leaving 16 binary
digits of-the quotient in BR and ~ 0 in AC according to the sign of the
quotient. The instruction slr 15 following the dv operation will roundoff the quotient to 15 bimry digits and store ftin AC. Let u and v be
the numbers in AC' and register x respectively when the instruction
dv x is performed. If lui
11 the correct quotient is obtained and no
overflow can arise. If ~ ut
Iv~ the quotient exceeds unity and a divideerror alarm will result. ~f u = v ~ 0, the dv instruction leaves 16
ones in BR; roundoff in a subsequent sIr 15 will cause oveorflow and give
an arithmetic check alarm. If u = v = 0, a zero quotient of the appropriate
sign is obtained. The magnitude of contents of register x appears in AR.
SAM is cleared.

<.
>

slr n

shift left and roundoff

#27

11011

41 microsec

Shift contents of AC and BR (except sign digit) to the left n
places. The integer n is treated modulo 32; digits shifted left out
of AC 1 are lost. (Shifting left n places is equivalent to multiplying
by 2n , with the result reduced modulo l~) Roundoff the result to 15
binary digits and store it in AC. Clear BR. Negative numbers are
complemented before and after the shift, hence ones appear in the
digit 9laces made vacant by the shift of negative number. Digit 6
(the 2 = 512 digit of the address) of the instruction slr n must be
a zero to distinguish slr n from slb n described below. The instruction
slr 0 simply causes roundoff an d clears ER. SAM is cleared. Roundoff
may cause overflow, with a consequent arithmetic check alarm.

sl

6J.
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slh n

Function
shift left and hold

Number

Binary

#27

11011

Time
41 microsec

~~----------~--~------~~----------~~--~~~----~~----------

slh

Shift contents of AC and BR (except sign digit) to the lsft n
places. The integer n is treated modulo 32; digits shifted left out of
AC 1 are lost. (Shifting left n places is equivalent to multiplying by
2n, with the result reduced modulo 1.) Do not roundoff nor clear BR.
Negative numbers are complemented before and after the shift, hence ones
appear in the digit places made vacant by the shift of a negative number.
Digit 6 (the 2 9 = 512 digit of the address) of the instruction slh n must
be a one to distinguish slh n from sIr n described above. SAM is
cleared.
srr n

shift right and roundoff

#28

11100

41 microsec

srr

Shift contents of ACand BR (except sign digit) to the right n
places. The integer n is treated modulo 32; digits shifted right out
of BR 15 are lost. (Shifting right n places is eq~ivalent to multiplying
by 2-n .) Roundoff the result to 15 binary digits and, store it in AC. Clear
BR. Negative numbers are complemented before and after the shift, hence
ones appear in the digit places made vacant by the shift of a negative number.
Digit 6 (the 2 9 512 digit of the address) of the instruction srr n must be
a zero to distinguish srr n from srh n described below. The instruction
srr a simply causes roundoff and clears BR. SAM is cleared. Roundoff
~in a srr 0) may cause overflow, with a consequent arithemetic check alarmo

=

srh n

shift right and hold

#28

11100

41 microsec

srh

Shift contents of AC and BR (except sign digit) to the right n
places. The integer n is treated modulo 32; digits shifted right out of
BR 15 are'lost. (Shifting right n places is equivalent to multiplying by
2-n o) Do not roundoff the result nor clear BR. Negative numbers are
complemented before and after the' shift, hence on,esappe~r in the digit places
made vacant by the shift of a negative number. Digit 6 (the 29 = 512 digit
of the address) of the instruction srh n must be a one to distinguish srh n
from srr n described above. SAM is cleared.
,sf x

scale, factor

#29

11101

97 microsec

sf

Multiply the contents of AC and BR by 2 sufficiently often to
make the positive magnitude of the product equal to or greater than 1/20
Leavethe final product in AC and BR. store the number of multiplications in
last 11 digit places of AR and register x, the first 5 digits being
undisturbed. If all the digits in BR are zero and AC contains + 0, the
instruction sf x leaves AC and BR undisturbed and stores the number 33
times 2-15 i'iithe last 11 digi t positions of AR and. register x. Negati ve
numbers are complemented before and after the multiplication (by shifting),
henc,e ones appear in the digit places made vacant by the shift. SAM is
ClealJdo
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Number
#30

Binar.y~~

11110

_____T_l_·m_e_____

41 microsec

c1c

Shift the full contents of AC and BR (including sign digit) to the
left n places. The integer n is treated modulo 32; digits shifted left
out of AC 0 are carried around into BR 15 so that no digits are lost.
Clear BRo No roundoff. With thecle operation there is no complementing
of AC either before or after the shift; theactual numerical digits in AC
and BR are cycled to the left. The digit fina~lY shifted into the sign
digit position determines whether the result is to be considered a positive
or negative quantity. Digit 6 (the 29 = 512 digit of the address) of the
instruction clc n must be a zero to distinguish cle n from clh n described
below. The instruction clc 0 simply clears BR without affecting AC.
clh n

cycle left and hold

#30

11110 .

41 microsec

clh

Shift the full contents of AC and BR (including sign digit) to the
. left n places. The integer n istreated modulo 32; digits shifted left out
of AC 0 are carried around into BR 15 so that no digits are lost • With the
elh operation there is no complementing of AC either before or after the
Eililft; the actual numerical digits in AC and BR are cycled to the left. The
digit finally shifted into the sign digit position determines whether the
result is to be ~onsidered a positive or negative quantity. Digit 6
(the 29 = 512 eli. no; t of the address) of the instruction clh n must be a one
to distinguish elh n from cle n described above. The instruction clh 0
does nothing.
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ALPHABETIC LIST OF OPERATIONS
This is an alphabetic list of Whirlwind operations, including operations
and designations which ~~ve become obsolete since 1950.

PROJECT WHIRLWIND

Report li-90-1
THE BINARY SYSTEM OF NUMBERS

\' -

Submitted to the
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ABSTRACT
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THE' BIllARY, SYSTBil OF

NUMBERS

REPREsbTATIOll OF NUMBERS'

I.

The decimal system takes its name from the fact that it is based
on ten digit8 (0,.'1, • • • • • 9) and all' n~ber8 ~e composed ot those
.
10 digits. The binary sysiiem., analogously,· takes it. name from t~e tact
that i:t is based on 2 digit8J...:,,(O~t~li·r.QciJiU.li;ilUlllbHeiDlthe:b~:.pt_l.1ar~
, _de 'up':ot thoa8::,2?aigita. The decimal system has a base ot 10; the binary'
system has a, base of .2. "
DeQimal
.~ystem

,System

1x100
2x10 00
3x10
o
4xlO 0
5x10
0
6x10
0
7x10
0
8x10
0
9x10

1
10
11
100
101
110
111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
10000
10001
10100

·1
2
3
4
5

6
7

;.

....,

8
9

10
11
12.
13
14
15
16
17
.~<~

BinarY

Equivalence

1X10i +
1xl0 ,+
lxl01 +
1xl01 .+
1
lxl0 .+
lxlO1 +
lXlOi +
lx10 " +
1
axlO, .+
I,~:' ~·:'~~Y.

Ox10~

1x100
2x10
3x100
0
4x10
5x100

6X10~

7x10 0
0!x:10

Equivalence
0

3
1x23
lx2 3
1x2 3
1x2
1x233
lx2 3
1x2
1x2 3

4
1x2 + Ox2~
1X2: + Ox23
1x2 + Ox2

2
1x2 2
1x2 2
lx22
1x2 2
+ Ox2
+ Ox2 22
+ Ox2 2
+ Ox2
+ 1x22
2
+ 1x2 2
+ 1x2 2
+ 1x2
+ Ox2~
+ Ox2 2
'+ lx2

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

l
1x2 1 .+
1x21 +
Ox2 1 +
0%2 1 +
1x21 +
1x21 +
Ox2 1 '+
Ox2 1 +
1x21 +
lx2 l +
0%2 1 +
0%2 1 +
1x21 +
lx2 +
Ox2i +
Ox2l +
Ox2 +

lx2 0
Ox20
lx20
Ox20
1x20
Ox20
1x2

OX2~

1x20
Ox20
1x20
Ox20
1~20

Ox20
lx2

Qx2~

1x2
Ox2°

."
..t

Decima1'~Umber~, sinoe they have a base of 10, may be broken up into
pO*ers ot 10:
'
.

e.g.

.

305'.798

= 3x102 + OxlO1 + 5x10.o+· 7xlO-1 . + 9xlO-2 + 8xlO-3

In' the same way, b~ary numbers, since they have a base ot 2, may be broken
up into powers or 2:

e.g.

101.011

=lx2 2 + Ox21.+ 1x2° + Ox2-1 + lx2-2 + lx2-3

It oan be seen from. this arrangemenii of the powers ot the bases j 'that the .
, ' ."deciinaJ."p1a.oes .,,( units., tens ". hundr.eds, tenths, ..hundr.edths, thous andths, etc.,)
have a definite relation to the powers or the base 10 in the decimal system.
They are numbered qtt consecutively trom lett; to right, trom + 00 to -!>O,
these numbers corresponding exaot1y with the powers ot the base 10; the decimal
point is p1ac~d be~een the units (O) plaoe and the tenths (-I) place.
!he binary places (unit~, twos, tours, eights, sixteens, halves,
fourths, eight~, etc.) are also numbered exactly according to the powers ot
the bas, 2J the binary point is plaoed between the units (0) place and the
halves (-1') plaoe. . Thererore , the place and point ar:rangement is the same
in both decimal and binary systems.

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
2
.3
4
5
.6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16.
17
20
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e.g.

II.

Deoimal Plaoeand
Binary P1aoe No.

+00.

. • 3, 2, 1, O.

-1, -2, -3, • •

305.798

3

0

5.

7

9

8

101.011

1

0

1.

0

1

1

.-

00

CaRVERS ION OF DECIMAL NU14BERS TO BINARY NUMBERS

- In order to oonvert a uumberfrom. the decimal system to the binary system,
the number must be ohanged from powers of 10 to powers of 2; therefore, the powers
of 2 are taken out Qt the decimal number" They may be taken out as tollows in
a brute-foroe manner, or more s~p1y aQ shawn later in an a1gorism. Follow the
work sheet at the end of the examples.
a.

.Integers.

Example 1

Given:

18

To Find:

Binary Equivalent

Method:

Extraotion of Powers of 2.

(First Method)

Take o~t ot the d~oimal number, 18, the highest power ot
2, = 16 = 2. A 1 is now plaoed in binary plaoe No.4, corresponding to the power of 2 found. .S~btraoting 16 from 18 leaves
2. -The highest power ot 2 in 2 is 2 = 2; therefore, put a 1 in
biriaryplaoe No. 1. Subt~'acting 2 from 2 leaves 0, so the oonversion is oompleted. Sllncer.C!i:.tili.i·i':nc:.wters>itlleHonql.p,OVl.ers.:.<of: 2 in the.
LIWen~.1num.ber j ai~s.,*ppear- ro:gl:v 'Jin'"b~nar~cplaQe, c~ M~,J,. !:_l1.h~>l@oeffic l.ents
()£ thernon"~"ppe~ing~.;powers must have been zero, 80 zeros are entered
under all the other binary plaoe numbers.
Ex'ample 2

Given:

730

~o

BinarY '.Equivalent

Find:

Method:

Extraotion of Powers of 2.

The highest power· ot 2 in 730 is 2
730 - ,612 = 218

9

The highest power ot 2 in 218 is 27
218 - 128 = 90
6
The highest power of 2 in 90 is 2
90
64 =26
The highest power of 2 in 26 is 24
26
16 = 10
3
The highest power ot 2 in 10 is 2
10
8 =2

-

-

-

(First Method)

The highest power ot 2in

= 512, so a 1 goes in No. ·9
= 128,

n

n

ft

n

II

No. 7

= 64,

It

It

n

n

"

No. 6

= 116, n

n n

n

"

No. 4

:!::

8,

n

n n

n

n

No. 3

2 is 21 ==

2,

n

n "

n

n

}lo. 1

No other powers ot 2 appear so their ooefficients must be zero.
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Place Bo.

~
18
.730
0.147

I

10 9 8 7 6 5
0 0 0 O· 0 0
0I 1 0 1 .1 0
0 0 '0 0 0 0

o.
o.
o.
o.

2 1
1 0 0 1
1 1 0; 1
0 0 0 0
4

3

I

"~.,.,.~:~2

-3

-4

0

0

0

0

-5
0

0

0

0

0

0

o·

0

0

0

0

i. 0

0

'1

0

1

-6 -7
0 0

-8
0

"

A simpler method of conTeraion of decimal integers to binary integers
is" 'shown' in' the following algorism. ·Powers of 2 are taken out of the decimal
number by sucoessive divisions by the base 2~ The remainders after sucoessive
divisions of the number (and its quotients, resulting from successive divisions
by 2) indicate the co~f.!.!g~~!I:)ot(·.the.ipOW'ersoqt·Gthe~ base.
,

,

.

.

j'

Using the same examples:
Deoimal Number 18'
Binary Equivalent

Given.
To Find.
Method.

(Simpler Method)

Algorism'

..

,

If'there.i~

0

a O's power of 2\(2 ) .oontained in the number, its
presence will be indicated by a remainder after the first division of
the given number by 2. If there is a'l t s power of 2:: (2 1 ) contained
~n the number, its presenoe wili be indioated by a remainder after
the first division of the resulting quotient by 2. If there is a
22 contained in the number its presence will be indicated qy a
r~~i~der after the next division of the resultant quotient by 2,
etc '. That is, the coefficients of the powers of 2 are the remainders
after successive divisions.

2U&.
2L.i.

dividend
quotient
quotient

2~

quotient

2Ll.

quotient
quotient

2~

o

o re~inder

= coefficient Ox2°
1 remainder.= coefficient lx2 l
o remainder = coefficient Ox2 2
. 0 re~inder .= ooefficient 0%2 3
i 'rem~inder = coefficient lx2 4

This same algorism may be applied to the conversion of the
decimal number 730 to a binary number:
2 730
2 365
182
91

....

,,'

0

f)· . x·2,

1 x 21
Ox 22
3
46 1 x 2
22 1 x 24
5
11 0 x 2
6
,.,/
5 1 x2
L ""i',,
,.//
.
'2 ··l~
.~

,.v.

/
/

/~
2 1 x 27
8
1 ox 2
9
0 1 x 2
1011011010 •. = 730.
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b:

FraotiOJls
Given:

.147

To Pind,'

Binary Equivalent

I'
I

Extraotion otPawer8 ot 2
'-3
!hehishest~pawer ot 2 in .147 i. 2
= .125
.147 - .125 =.022
lIethod,
" ,

80

a 1 goes in _0.-3

,
-4
The next power ot 2 in order is 2 ' = .0625, but this power ot 2
'i8 not oontained in .022, so ooefficient of the (-4) place = O.
2- 5

= .03125;

not

in'-.-oz2,

O' in:Bo. (-5).

80

2,-6= .016626; i8 in .022, 80 1 in 110. ·(-6).
, .022 - .015625 =;' .006376
, . '7 ': ,- •' ; : ~. '.' ,- .'
, ..
2-' = .0078125, not in .006376, so 0 in Bo. (-1), etc.
That'methoc:l of c,onverting a deoima1 to the binary system always
JD.8.DY chances for mistakes in the
numbers.

buti~ ,i8 laborious and ofters
div~8ion and' oubtraction ot such long

worka,

There i~ another methocl b~ed on the s~e principle ot taking out
of 2, whioh, however, is muoh s~ler. Given a decimal: -- by the
tor.mer method, it it is 1arger'than 2-1 (=.5), a 1 goes in the -1 place;
i f the number (or the remainder atter subtraotioDot .6) is greater than or equal
to ,.26 (=2-2 ), a l goes in the -2 place.' However, it is the same thing to say
it twice 'the given decimal is larger than 2 x 2-1 (=l), a 1 is put in the
-1 p1aoe; it 4 t~es the given decimal i.' larger than 4 x 2-2 {=l),a 1 is put
" in the -2 place. ,It 8 t~es the given dec~a1, is larger than 8 x 2- 3 (=1),
a 1 is put in the -3 place • This is the same thiilg as doubling the number
'(or its remainder atter a' power 'ot 2 is taken out) at each step and oomparing
1:t; with 1. It the result becomes greater than 1,,. a 1 is taken out, and the
doubling process starts again on the re.m~nder.
p~ers

Given:

.1.'

To FiDd.

Binary Equivalent

Method:

.i.;,#gori,sm.:: -

,The tormer method started out by asking:
is .147

~

.51

(It so; a 1 goes in'No. -1) it not, a 0 goes in -1.)

is .147 Z .26'1

( "

n

n n

n

is .147 ~ .125'1

( It'.

n

II,

n

n

" 10. ,-2;
II lio. -3;

II

n

II

n

n

II

n

It

n

II

II

-2.)

II

-3 w)
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This method starts out by asking:
is 2( .147) '2:. 1,,/
is 2x2 (.147) :::> 1?

(If so a 1 goes in No. -1; if' not, a 0 goes in -1.)
en
n

is 2x2x2(0147) ~1? (
'2(.147)
2 x 2{oI4r)
2 x 2 x 2{0147}

=
=
=

= 0176)

(i.408 - 1.000
2'( .408)
2 x 2(.408)

= .408)

-

=
=
=

n

n n n

II

n

n
n

No. -2;
No. -3..1

n

.

n n

n

n

n

n "

"

n

-2.,)

If

-3.)

0294:!:" 1, therefore, 0 in No. -1
0588 ~1,
"
0 n No. -i
1.176 >:1,
..
1 n No. -3

(1.176 - 1.000
2{.176)
tX.2(.176)
2 x '2 x 2{oI76)

=

n "

,.352 ~ 1, therefore, 0 in No. -4
II
0 n No.-..:-:-5
.104
n,
1
n Noo -6
1.408 71,

*-1,

.816
1.632

"* 1,1, therefore,
0 in No. -7
"
1
No. -8, etc.
~

tI

This result checks with that shawn in detail above. It can also, be)shawn
that if' a dedimal repeats itself in the decimal system, 'it also repeats itself
in the binary system. This method is shown more compactly below:
0.147
0.294
0.588
'1.176
0.352
0.704
1.408
0.816
1.632
10264
0.528
1.056
0.112

III.

.0

o
1

o
o
1

o
1
1

o
1

o

CONVERSION OF BINARY NUMBERS TO THE DECIMAL

SYSTEM

Given a number in the binary system, it is always a simple matter
to convert it to the decimal system. ' The converted number is simply the sum
of the powers of' 2 whose presence in the given number is indicated b.r l's in
the corresponding binary places.
Binary
Place
5

4

3

1

0

1 1

2 1
0

o.

-1

1.

0

-2
1

-3
0

Decimal
-4 E uiva1ent
2 .+ 1x2 -4
1 1x2 5 + lx2 3 + lx2 2 + lx2 0
. +lx2
3i + 8 + 4 + 1 + .25 + .0625
45.3125

The coeffioients of the other powers of 2 are zero, so they do not
contribute to the converted number.

=
=

. Rep'crt R-90-1
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. IV. ARITBME:rrc
a •. Additiop
Sil10e 1 is the largest digit in th~ binary 'system, it is evident that
au.y Bum larger than 1 must be represented with the aid ot carryovers, Therefore,
no matte~ how many 1 ':s' ·are added up in one column, -:the r~sult under that column
mus't be a 0 or a I, the rest ot the sum is carried over .in its binary notation
, ~d set up at the head of the.adjacent columns t~ ,the.' 'lett . as carryover tigures •
. Thus, i t a sum ot 1 t S ,in a column adds up to, 6 (whioh",is 110 in the binary
not~tion) a 0 i& put at t~e bo~,ot!;:,thecco~ 8.rid:;'thettwo::'1~~si.",.are::p.ut·atl.:the
head at adjacent columns ·to the left as, carryovers. Thisls the . same as
,adding the 1 's in binary tashion at each step otthe columnar addition.

= 10;

(1 + 1
'

10 + 1

= 11;

= 100;100 ... 1

11.+ 1

..

~ 101; 101+ 1
I

1:

,
e.g.

1
1

11
1

10

2

•

,
I

1.;)10
1

2
1

11
1

3
1

11

3

100

4

I

•

..

I

III

-1100
101

= 110 = 6)
••,

7
5

111011
110111

59
·55

12

1110010

114

(The 'small numbers 'above the examples' are carry-over tigures put in tor ease
in tollowing the addition procedure,.)
,I:

. ,t

1',

i~l

e.g.

or, more

fo

,

III

7
3
5
1
4
7

11011

27

all
101
001
100

•
III
III

010
100

III

7
6
3
7
2

110
011

--L

11101

29

7
_3_
10
5
15
1
16
4

011
1010
101
1111
Om1
10000
100
10100

111
7
6
110
13;
11r91
011
3
10000 16
111:L _7_
10111
23
2
Olaf
11001
25
100
4
11101
29

20

III

Addends

-----

7
'27

11011

b.

ea~ilYI

Sum

Subtraction

Subtraction" is based on the folloWing rules:

o trom

1 always gives 1, and'l fran O.alw_y.s gives 1, but the latter requires

tlborr~ing" from the first column to the left. A 1 in thef1rst co1~ to the
lett is' reduoed to a by borrowing; a a in the first column to the left is
reduced to 1, causing the digit in the second column over to be reduced~ etc.
0

Olt

0,

10

--±..
1

21
-1 .

1

"

100

4

--=l-=L
011

3

,
..

1000

-1
·0111

O. 10 0

0

,1,8 ).'}
-1

7

.'j

\)

1110
-1

J14(.-1

1101

13

1. ~.1001010"· ·"1.74r"! Minuend
-0111101 -61 Subtrahend

0001101

13

Remainder

Page 7
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~e ,amall nUllberl show how the digits are c~&lJged bf

.
borr.owing.:' ,See a1s 0

'Subtraction under",Comp1eme~t8 n ~

c.,
"

KU~tip1ication "

Jlult1p'lic,ation in 'the' binary, system i8 dolle exactly as in, ~he decimal

'ayat. . 'and' i, 'based on' the :mt1tip1ica~ioDt"b1e"O x 1 = 0, 1 x 1=,1, 0 x, '0'=
101011
,,1'01110
000000
101011 '
, 101011
101011
, OpOOOO ,
101Q11
, 11110111010'
.'
.
....

'or

1000000~O

'43' '~25+
+ 2.1
46 == '25 + '2 3 + 22
258
,'172, '
,1978

'-t, 20~ 'Kultip1i'cEU1d

£l

101011
101110
,1010110
' ~ 'iOlOll

o.

+~:~1

lIu1tip1ier

!

'

10101i
1001011010
1010110
11110111010

Product

",

d. ' Divis ion
DiviSion
decimal system. '

'1)' 1,;

:iU the binary system, in carried out exaotly as

=

. I

1 "

1)

0111.1100100001011001
1(111)10110011.0000000000000000
',101i1
'0101011
10111
0101001
10111
0100100
10111
0011010
10111
'00011000
10111
0000100000
: 110111
00100100
10111
0011010
10111
11000
10111
0001

o

=

. .

in the

0
Check on,Quotient
7~782608

23) 179.000000
161 '
180
tS1
190;
184

6Q

, ,46 ,,'

140
138
200
184

2
2 ,+ 21

+2~1' =

7,_

2 -2 ,:;::
2'
=
-5
2_10 =
2_12
2 13 =
2-:=
, 2,~16 '_

.5
.25'
.031250
.000976
.000244
.000122
.000015

=

7.782607

16

'\It'should be Dot.d'that in order to 'get the decimal ~quiva1ent at the
binary quctient to equal the deoima1 quotient t,o 5 deoimal places, the binary
division had to be oarried to 16 binary plaoes.,

Report,R-90-1
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Complements
I

The ordinar,y complement of a number in the decimal system is
obtained by ~ubtracting the number from the next higher power of 10: e.g.•
complement of 18 = 100 - 18 = 82. The ordinary complem~nt of 8. number in the
binary, system is obtained by subtracting the'number from. the next higher' power
ot 21 e.g oompleml3nt of 5 ,2 3 - 5 8,.- 6 3. It oan be shown that the
ordinary, complement of a power .of 2 is that power' of 2 itself. S,e Example 3,.

=

0

=

=

An9ther kind of complement of a number is 'obtained by subtracting
the number from any higher power of 2. 'Notice its use under. tlComp1ements,
(Subtraction Using Co~p1ements) •
..

GivenJ: .
To Find:
. Method:
(1)

'. '('"'1,),1 ' \:
! 100101

~ \i. "I \
{2}
,~,~ ,

(5S'.'.' '"

101010

100000

Binary Complements
Subtract from next higher power of 2.

1000000
-100101

64
-37

0011011

27

(2)

1000000
-101010
::)0010110

64
-42
22

(3)

1000000,64
-100000 -32
0100000

Another method for finding the ordinary complement of a number
in the binary system is to interchange all 'O's and l's and add 1.
.(3 )
100000

(2)
101010.

Giyen:

(1) .
100101

To Find:

Binary Complements

Method:

Interchange 0' s and l's and add 1.
(1)

No.

100101
011010,'
_ _-=l~
011011

(2)

No.

101010
010101
1
010'1111>

(3)

No.

100000
011111
1
10000P

These results check with those above.

number
interchange O's and l's
add 1
oomp1 ement
n

n

32

. Report R-90-1
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Subtraction Using Complements

. Instead of subtract~g one number from another, it is possible ~o
take a oomplement of the subtrahend and add that oomp1ement to the minuend,
provided' the power of' 2 whioh 1f'as. added td the subtrallend in order to get
aoomp1ement is subtraoted from the answer • Practically, subtraoting out the
added p.ower
2 means dropping the 1 :tn the .last bin~y p1aoe on the left,
i f the pawer of 2 us~d in gett~g the oomp1 ementis greater than that contained
in either number. If: not, then the power of 2 must be subtraot~d out qy the
usua18ubtractionmethod.

of

Regular Subtraotion
1011100
. -:jOl101 Number
1901001. Answer

Number
Complement

"
"

-10011
01101
=
1101101
.:::: 1111101101

=

Subtraotion by ~Addition of Complements
·1011100
Oi101
1101001

Complement
S'um

.-100000 26.
1001001 'Answer

1011100
1101101
11001001

·1011100
1111101101
10001001001

-10000000
01001001

-10000000000
00001001001

211

Notioe that in the two examples on the right, dropping the last 1 on
the left in the sum gives the same result as subtraot~g out the power of 2
added to get a complement, .because the power of 2 added was greater than that
oontained in either· number.
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Engineering NoteE-479
Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts
SUBJECT:

BASIC CONVEBSION PROGBAM, SEPTEMBER, 19!Y-

To:

6345 and 6889 Engineers

From:

Me Botenberg

Date:

September 4, 1952

Abstract:

This note supercedes part 2 of M-1590

Two basic conversion programs will be available by Septemoer 15, 1952,
one for direct input from standard tape (Direct Basic Conversion) and one for
conversion to 5-56 tape (5-56 Basic Conversion)o The vocabulary for both of these
is identical and is given in this notee No provision is made for the use of
floating addresses or multi-register length numberso The comprhensive conversion
program, which will be available soon after September 15, 1952, will treat tapes
prepared for basic conversion correctlyo
Introduction
The vocabulary of the new basic conversion program provides essentially
the same facilities pr6vided by the,~rogram previously in use but many details
have been changedo
The comprehensive conversionscb.emewill allow (in addition to"the
baSic facilities described below) a more general number system, a larger number
and variety of preset parameters, interpretive instruction codes,.automatic
selection of interpretive, output, and mistake diagnosis routines~ and floating
addresses 0

Headings.
The tape commences with the tape number and author's name typed put:
TAPE

5432-1

Te Brown

or
PARAMETER

1234-5

T. Brown

Each title is followed by one carriage return and then~he word FEEDOUT
followed by another cartiage return. Three inches of blank tape are then fed out •

•

Both conversion programs print the heading as written, preceded and
followed by two carriage returnso In the Do Bo program printing of the heading
can be surpressed by resetting FF 6 to a negative value by TP 3. The 5-56 Basic
pp,nches the tape number readablY on tape and provides suitable feed-out before
and after.
When octal addresses are used, the heading is written·
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TAPE 5432-1 T. Brown i2. .OCTAL
with the same feed-out procedure ~s before.

Otherwise, decimal addresses are assumed.
Address Assignments
. At' the' start of the program and at any point thereafter an address fol~owed by
a vertical bar indicates the location into which the next word is to be stored.
In the absence of any f~rther indication words will be s'tored consecutively. In
the absence of even an initial indication words will be stored' consecutively
starting in register 32.
Relative Addresses
With subroutines and block assembly procedures, blocks of instructions may
be written with addresses relative to the start of the block. Relative addresses
are always decimal and are always followed by an,!: sign fOllowed by either a comma
or vertical bar. The start of a block is indicated by Or, and other relative
addresses ~uch as l7r, may be written if desired and will simply.beignored by
the conversion program. An addr,ess' assignment may be made ?y writing 35rt which
stores the next word i:p. register 35r regardless of consecutJ.vety.
.
Relative addresses within an instruction Simply end with a r sign.
Ins truc t ions
Two lower. case letters followed by as many digits as are necessary for an
address comprise an instruction. The two letters may be any of the following:
si, rs, (bi), rd, (bo), re, -, -, ts, td, ta,ck, -, ~x, CPt sp, ca, cs, ad,
su, cm, s~, ao, (dm) , mr; mh, dv, * , • , sf, - , - . These letter pairs w'ill
be assigned code values from 0 through 31 respectively. The function letters
in parentheses will be converted properly even though they are not part of the
present order code.
Operation cl will be changed from 2 to 30 in the conversion program on the
same day it is changed in WWI.
Numbers
Decimal fractions are written as +. or

-0

followed by exactly 4 digits.

-15
'
Decimal integers with an implicit factor of 2
,are written as + or followed by a~ many digits ~s nece~sar.1, .no decimal point.
Octal numbers are writtenm o. or 1. f<;>llowed by exactly 5 octal digits.
The 1. is the start of a negative octal number, the remaining digits being the
sevens complement of the absolute magnitude.
'
Preset Parameters
The only pl'ese'tt parameter available will be the personal Ilaramete:r pp.

As

*The former sl, sl*, sr, sr*, cl cl*, operations are now to be written as
letter triples slr, slh, srr, srh, clc, clho
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of these as desire,d may be used. Values are assigned to preset parameters
in the program by writing pp 6 = followed by any word. If no word
follows, then pp 6 = O. Parameters are added or subtracted into words by writing
+ or~ pp 6, e.g., ca 7 - pp 6.
many

~here

Temporary Storage
The zero-tho' register of a temporary storage block is ,assigned by writing
the program t = followed by an address. To refer to a temporary
storage register, the third, for example, one writes ca3t.

a~herein

Duplicated Words
When several consecutive registers are to be set to contain the same word
initially the notation DITTO THRU preceded by the word and. followed by an address
may be used~ For example:
+.5000

DITTO T,ijRU

100

will put +.5000 in the next available register and in all registers through and
including 100.'

50t

+05000

DITTO THRU

100

will put +.5000 in registers 50 through 100 inclusive.
50r +05000
will give

~he

DITTO THRU

50r

same results as in the previous example.

The word FEEDOUT~ and a suitable amount of blank tape must follow any of the
DITTO examples above.
End of Program
The end of the program is indicated by the words START AT followed by the
address of the register which COntains the firsti:r;lstruction to be obeyed. in the
program proper. This is fOllowed by a carriage return and the word FEEDOUT
followed by another carriage return and blank tape. In the case of the Do B.
program,.· the computer will p,erform a condi tionalstop before control is transferred ,to ~he indica ted regis ter •
'
'
Feed-out
.

,

tapes will have feedout after every five lines of printing for use
in the ,Comprehensive Conversion Sy.stem described la~er. Feedout may, ,of course o
occur in'any quantity anywhere, but if it is to be of use it must be greater
'than 1.5 inches and must be preceded by the word FEEDOU!l! and a s irigle carriage
return.
Prep~red
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Illegal Characters
To aid in the detection of mistakes, the ~asic Conversion programs will stop
wherever a foreign or illegal character occurs on tape. This includes all binary
combinations not contained in the Flexowriter code except 000000 (with 7th hole)
which is disregarded. It also includes letters g, j, 'n, q,w, y, and z and back
space. .'
Disregarded Characters
For the convenience of the ~ypist, nullify (llllll) , space, color shift and
the foreign character 000000 '(with 7the hole) are completely ignored at all times
by the Basic Conversion Programs. Carriage return, tab and comma are ignored
between,words (i.~ two carriage returns or a tab followed immediately by a
carriage return are all right), but may not appear within a word for obvious
reasons.
Synonyms
For convenience, the charact~rs.,e and. 1, and tab and carriage return (~) are
treated intentionally as synonyms.

Signed

Approved

M
~ tdeo!A
M. Rotenberg

LX
~
c. W. Adams
'VK
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT:

WWI CONTROL SWITCHES AND PUSHBUTTONS FOR NORMAL OPERATION OF
THE COMPUTER

To:

Group 61 and Applications Group

From:

J. H. Hughes

Date:

December 16, 1952

Abstract: This memorandum presents a table of the controls used in normal
operation of the WWI Computer, their physical locations, and
what they do. It also tells you how to use these controls for
some common procedures.

INTRODUCTION
The toggle svdtches and pushbuttons listed in the attached table
are all you normally need for controlling the computer, except for data
handling for the Air Defense Project. All other svdtches in Test Control
are for maintenance and trouble shooting; they should be left alone when
you are running a program.
HOW TO USE THE CONTROLS FOR COMMON PROCEDURES
1.0 How to Read in a Program from Flexowriter Tape
1.1

5-5-6 Tape

Put the beginning end of the tape in the Photoelectric Tape Reader,
taking care that it is going from right to left and that the solid row of
seventh holes is on the side near you.
Press the READ IN button and the tape will be read in.
If you turn QB the STOP ON si-l switch the computer will stop at
the end of read-in, and you can take care or any special resets that the
program may need. Otherwise the program will start ~p as soon as read-in
is finished.
1.2 Standard Tape
Before you can read in standard tape you must read in the Direct
Conversion Program .tape, T-2046. You do this by following the procedure
in 1.1 above, with the STOP ON si-l switch turned.Q!!. Then put the Standard
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Tape that you want to read in into the PETR, put the Program Counter Reset
Switches to 2037 (octal) and press the START OVER button. The Standard
Tape will be read in.
Note that the Direct Conversion Pro ram is stored in ES registers
1251 through 2037 (octal. This means that you cannot do a direct read-in
of a program on standard tape if it uses these registers. Instead you must
have the tape converted to 5-5-6 form in the usual way.
2.0 What to do if You Get an Alarm
2.1 Parity Alarm.

Call a technician.

2.2 During

by Direct Conversion Program

Read~In

2.21 ,Program Alarm. Usually means that there is not enough room~~
,
in storage for poth your program and" the conversion program·s,,t:,ll~~;':
Have the tape converted to 5-5-6 form.
2.22

2.3

Conversion program stops with PC holding 00001:' means that
the conversion program has found an error in the tape.
Send the tape back to tape room for fixing. If program
stops with PC holding 1613 this is normal end of read-in.

During Read-In of 5-5-6 Tape
Program Alarm. Usually means that the tape i~. in the PETR!
crooked or upside down or backwards. Try aga~n.
M;;;(-;
00 I.-(TO,.' t
Check Alarm, Program Counter holding 00007. Means that
(J ~
the Sum Check has found an error in· the tape. Send it
.:t:\,!-.~,. J:'~.
back to the tape room for fixing. If PC holds any other
number the alarm is probably the result of a transient
error. Try read-in again.

S. ·

2.4 During the Program
2.41

Overflow, Divide Error or Program Alarms mean that there
is something wrong with the program. See Section 3.0 on
trouble-shooting programs.

2.42 Parity check alarms, unprogrammed check alarms or inactivity
alarms are probably due to computer malfunction. Call a
technician.
3.0 How to Trouble Shoot a Program
3.1 General
When you have trouble with a program you must decide whether to
use the computer to help you find out what is 'Vl'ong or simply to record the
contents of the most significant registers (PC, PR, AC, etc., according to

I,,'
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the' kind of alarm) and try and work out what is wrong at your desk. If
there is no great rush to get the .program fixed and running by a certain
date, then it is probably better to use your time rather than the computer's
to find out where the program goes awry and why. If, on the other hand,
the problem is a rush job, then' the computer can give valuable help in the
quick detection of program trouble, and you may be justified in using computer time for. this purpose.
3.2 Post Mortem Subroutines
The Applications Group has devised a number of subroutines which
may be used to print out parts of the program in various ways. One of the
most straightforward of these is the "Storage Print Out" subroutine, which
prints out the contents of ES so that you can see what has happened in the
program up to the time when an alarm happened.
3.3 Selected Pulse
It is possible to run th~ program through in sections, stopping
the computer every time some particular order is given. You do this by
throwing the STOP ON SELECTED PULSE switch on. The Time Pulse is selected
by the TP Selector in TC 5-3. Do not use TP 5. The order (or two orders)
is selected by the plug leads located out b~ck at the Ope~ation Matrix.
3.4 Order by Order
It is possible, but rarely desirable, to run the program through
order by order simply by reading in with the STOP ON si-1 switch 2B and
then pressing the ORDER BY ORDER button once for each order. This is the
least efficient way of using computer time to trouble shoot your program.
4.0 Manual Insertion
It is possible to change manually the contents of a register of
ES by using the following procedure.
In Flip-Flop Register 2 Reset Switches .put the "word" you want to insert.
"
"
n
11
3 It
11
""
instruction "ca 2".
ft
II
. II
It
4 n
n
ft
11
instruction IIts x" where
x is the address of the
ES register to be changed.
II
II
II
If
"
"si
on.
5
" "
In PC reset switches put 00003.
Press the START OVER button, and the job is done.

SIGNED~'U.~
J. H. Hu
s
APPROVED

JHH/op
Table Attached

'&'~ ~t
N. 1.

ett

•
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CONTROLS USED IN NORMAL OPERATION OF VfflI

TYPE

OF
SWITCH

NAME

ERASE ES

LOCATION
Console

& TC5-l
READ IN

Console

& TC.3-5

CLEAR ALARM

Console

& TC.3-5
START OVER

Console

& TC.3-5

START (OVER)
AT 40

P.B.

Console

& TC.3-5

Charges whole surface of every storage
tube to the zero state. Do not press
unless computer is stopped.
Stops computer if running. Resets Program Counter to the beginning of the
read-in program (which is in Toggle
Switch Storage). Restarts computer,
which then reads in the tape with the
Photoelectric Tape Reader. Flexoreader may be used by putting a special
read-in program in Toggle Switch Storage.
At the end of read-in the program starts,
or the computer stops if the STOP OU
si-l svdtch is on. TP.3 FF Reset is
suppressed from time READ-IN button is
pressed until read-in is complete.
Clears alarm indication any time and
that is all.
Clears most flip-flops in the computer,
resets Flip-Flop Storage, resets Control
Switch to ck, resets PC to number held
in Program Counter Reset Switches,
restarts the computer.
Same as START OVER except resets-PC
to 40.

STOP (Formerly Console
CHANGE TO P.B.) & TC

stops the computer from any state.
(Do not confuse with I1stop clock"
which may be called for by various
parts of the computer to allow them
to complete their job before the computer's main, cycle of 8 time pulses
continues.)

START CLOCK

Restarts computer if hung up in "stop
clock". (This might be caused by an
"illegal" in-out order.)

Console

& TC.3-5
P.B.

WHAT IT DOES

RESTART

Console

& TC.3-5

Restarts the computer from the P.B.
mode. (Will not restart from "stop
clock n .)
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TYPE
OF
SWITCH
P.B.
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LOCATION

NAME

WHAT IT DOES

ORDER BY ORDER Console
& TC.3-B

If computer is stopped, restarts it.
Lets computer run to next TP5, and stops.

EXAMINE

Starts over and runs to TP5. This
enables you to inspect in the PR the
contents of the register whose address
is in the PC Reset Switches. (Contents
are displayed in PR.)

Console

& TC.3-B

T.S.

STOP ON si-l

Console

T.S.

STOP ON SEL.
PULSE

Console

T.S.

DISPLAY
SELECTORS

With each
Each switch permits appropriate display
display scope to appear on scope.

T.S.IS

FFS RESET
switches

With each set Specify number to which FFS registers
of FFS indica- will be reset if FFS reset called for.
tors in TC-2

T.S.'s

PC RESET
switches

TC.3-B

Specify the number to which Program
Counter will be reset on START OVER
or EXAMINE.

P.B.

RESET ALL FFS

FF reset

If computer is stopped, resets all
digits of all Flip-Flop storage
registers to numbers specified by
Flip-Flop Reset ~vitches and D-C
insertion plugs.

,,

~ p~nel

P.B.

P.B.

If switch is on (up) lets selected
Time Pulse of Selected Order stop the
computer.

SELECTIVE FFS
RESET & RESTART (PE)

FF reset
panel
TC3-7

Resets those of the FFS registers
selected by the switches next to it,
and restarts computer (if stopped).

SELE~I FFS

FFS reset
panel

If computer is sto~~e, resets those
of the FFS registe~ ,selected by the
switches next to i • ,

RESET
MANUA

T.S.

. If switch is on (up) lets si-l stop
the computer.

BM)

FFS RESET BY
TP3

'FFS reset
panel

Causes every TP3 to reset those of
the FFS registers selected by the
svdtches next to it, except during
read-in.
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TYPE

OF
SWITCH

NAME

LocATION

T.S.

FFS RESET
BY PCEC

FFS reset
panel

Causes the PC End Carry to reset those
of the FFS registers selected by the
switches next to it.

T.S.

FFS RESET

FFS reset
panel

Causes TP3 of every ~ order to reset
those of the FFS registers selected
by the switches next to it.

BY

!:.§

WHAT IT LOES

INPUT PROGRAM, OCTOBER, 1952
DECIMAL

o

+0%2-15

6~-+

1

+lx2-l5

(19)

2

(12~lO)

3

Flip
Flip
Flip
Flip
Flip
sa 4
ts 4
ao 6
ao 3

(16, 8) 4
(17) 5
20--~(lS99)

6
7.

8
9
10
23~ 27--~

Flop
Flop
Flop
Flop
Flop

!l__ ~p_l~
12
ts 3
13
rd 13

!4__
15

16
17

~p_lg

ts 6
ex 4
ts 5
rd 18
ts 2
sp 6

S56

Input--~'21

22
23
Magnetio

Input--~

24
25
~6_'_

27
28
29
30
31

s1

~39

oao
sp 12
si 66
rd 25

C ,,:

'~

',Cond1.~10nal

stop

(sp y)
Reg #2
(word counter)
Reg #3
(accumulated sum-mod-one)
Reg #4
Reg #5
(final sum-mod-one) ,
(ts x or ck 5' or sp 1 or sp 21)
Reg #6
"
add new word to sum-mod-one
store new sum
increase ts x instruction by one
increase word counter by one
if word oounter is nega tlve, read in next word
reset word counter
,read initial word from tape
if'word is negative, reset counter
it word is positive, place it in 6
reset sum-mod-one in' case this is WORD block
store the previously aocumulated sum-mod-one 10 5 in case,
this is CK block
read word from tape
plaoe it in 2 1n oaee this is SP block
perform next the instruction in 6
seleot photoe1ectrio ~eader word input
prepare to reset word counter
,

,

seleot magnetic tape reader forward
read first word of block
~p_lg
if negative, reset counter and' proceed to, read in
sp 24
i£ positive, seleot input again to skip to next block
immaterial these words are not now needed and are
immaterial assigned no
immaterial value at present
CLOCK

Contents assigned to registers 24 through 30 will be changed when the
auxiliary drum is installed.

OU:, ~S

mmin'RETED
, WI

Order

s1
ra
bi
rd
bo
rc

Interpreted
Order
,
1:1
,/

'td

Decimal
0
1

N8lIle
J'

.'

iOOc'
iexe
ieae
icse
iade,
isuc

(,'

cycle
cycle
cycle
cycl,e
cycle
cycle
cyole
cyele
cycle

imro

ts

ORDER CODE

ldvc
ispc

transfer to storage
exchange
clear 'and add
clear and subtract
add
subtract
multlply

divide

'

BinaJ:'Y

00000
00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
·00110

2

3

4
5

.6
7,

00111
01000
01001
01010

8

,

subprogram

9
"

ta
ok

ex
cp
sp
ca
cs
ad

su
cm
sa
8.0

dm
mr

mh

dv
sIr
srr
sf
cle

10
icr
iet
iat
iti
sp

imr
i~v

isp

"

\

01011

11
12.

OllOO

01101
01110
Ollll
10000
10001
10010
10011
10100
10101
10110
10111
11000
11001
•
11010
11011 '
11100
11101
11110

13

14

"

lei

icd
iex
ita
icp
its
iex
lea.
ics
iad
iau

cycle reset
cycle count
....
add end transfer
transfer index
subprogram
cyele increase
cycle decrease
cycle exchange
transfer address
conditional subprogratn
transfer to storage.
exchange
c1ea.r and add
clear and subtract
add
subtract
multiply and round-off
divide
interpreted traner-er control

15
16
17
18

"

19
.....

20

21
22
23.
24

2?
26
27
28
,29
:

30
,

,
,

,

DL-582 ~l

~

'

;.

DESIGNATIOlrn- OF
tTnit

0

Displ~

. scopes
~

600 octal
384 decimal

Printers
!

J an.

601 octal
385 decimal

602 octa.!
386 decimal

(Rm. 222)
(Computer' Em.)
225 octal
215 octal
149 decimal
141 decimal

Photoelectric

(Hot in use)
235 octal

print one characlher, on

157 decimal

an .t£

133 decimal

punches o~e character
wi th 7th diD,.t suppressed

205 octal
133 decimal

wi th 7th dig1 t punched

206 octal
134 decimal

punches thre e characte:res
with 7thd:lgit suppressed

·207 octal
135 de,c imal.

punches 1iDree characters
wi th 7th digit punched

puDCheso~e,character

211 octal

l1ne~b~11ne (reads 1
l.1ne,:fu-' each, rd)'

213. octal
139 decimal

word-by-line, or autD-'
matiC :__5~ '.';. ' $ .. ., ,'. (ass embles ~ lines- :In to 1 wtJrd for
EBCh..IQ.) Reader runs free m.
til c1ism isaed by' 81600

Flexo
mechanical. .
tape read:el!

200 octal
128 decimal

Camera

50.0. octal
320 decimal

11ne~bY-1in~(reads lJine

: for each s1 - +rd)

202 octal
130 decirna.l

vord-by-lme. or automatic
5 - 56 '. :.. (assemble 3
lmes into 1 wold for E:Bdl si
+ rd, stopping automatic8l
ly after word 1s assembled)
index camera

100. octal
64 deci~

110 octal
72 decimal

(Assoc., with
delayed-output
equipment)
120. octal
130. octal
~88 decimal
eeOidec ima1.

10.1 octal
55 decimal

111 octal
~3 decimal

121 octal
81 decimal

131 octal
89 decimal

re-rec~.rd ,

10.2 octal
66 decimal

lIB octal
74 decimal

. 122 octal
82 decimal

132 octal
90 decimal

re$d. forward

103
67
104
68
10.5
69

113 octal
75 decimal

123 octal
83 decimal

133 octal
91 decimal

read. reverse

114
76
115
)' 77

Magne.tic
tape

DL-586-1

1953

Customary ~e: Each
scope has switChes 0.1 &
2 on it. When all are a
for' each. scope, display
rill appear on ,all scope

,-.:-

~tta4er, ,137 d~"tmal,

"'~i-

2~1.

'Mod~

204 octal

Pwlch

tape

~~EQUIPf~

(si addresses for all units listed)
3
2
1·

octal
decimal
octal
decimal
octal
decimal

"

re-record, forward
rever~e

!

octal
decimal
octal
dec imal

124 o,ctal
84 d~cimal

134 octal
92 decimal

stop mode forward

126 octal
85 decimal

135 octal
'93 decimal

stop mode reverse

10.6 octal
70 decimal

116 octal
78 decimal

126 octal
86 decimal

136 octal
94 deci~i

record, forward

107 octal
7i decimal

117 octal
79 decimal

127 octal
87 decimal

137 octal
95 decimal.

record, reverse
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
.
Gambridge 9 Massachusetts
SUBJECT ~

PROGRAMMING FOR IN=OUT UNITS

To:

Group 61 and Applications Group

From:

Philip Ro Bagley

Date:

September
.r:.

Abstract:

This memo contains the details of programming for the var~ous
modes of operation of each, in-out .unito The necessary instruc·- .
tions and selection addresses are given, together with the timing
and possible alarms involved~ This memo supersedes M-1514, M-155l,
M-1623, and M=1623 Supplement #1.

l7~

1952, revised Decemb er 9 59 1952
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8
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IN-OUT NarES
In-out operations o The group of computer operations termed "in-out··
operations tl is composed of tbe operations involved with the transmission of
words into and out of the computer: namely~ §!, M, ISfJ 1129 and,tgo The
block-transfer operations bi and bo will not be available until January,
1953.
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si instructions o 'The action of the,!!' instruction is to select a p&rtlin-out unit and prepare it·to start operating in a specifIed mode de~ .
. slgnated by the octal address digits R g Io i designates the elass of equip.ent '('such as magnetic tape units) and g and! together designate the number
ot the unit and the mode of operatlon o ,. _ An' .a norllB.lly precedes one or more
ot the othet in=out instructions involving l2!., ~,bo, and~, except iii the'
case of the camera~ which is operated by a single!! ilone, or in the case in
which !i is used to stop t~e computer or an in=out unito Any instruotions
other than indout instructions may intervene between ~ and its associ~ted
R!, !:S, ,QQfI or !£i) without affecting the in-out prbces~o Following an .!!.
instrUction which specifies a read: mode!l the computer wst not exet!Ute'- another
si until the process initiated by the earlier si has ended~ $1oC9 this 1s
not insured by electronic means, it must be inSured by programming at least..
ODe .t9 instruction after every. si whioh selepts a read aode o
.
cu~

Assigned si addresses g All the .!!1 addresses which haTe been assigned.
functions are listed under the' equipment to which they applyo· A complete'
JJ.st . Q.t~ssigned. !! addresses. in numerical order, is .given at . . the end of tbis
.• ectiOD~ '" ·,Unassigned .!!' addres~es may; not be ueed' 1ndiscr1a1nate11~ At pree.nt;~;tbe· nse, ot addresses .. conta-ining 1.98 in the binar7cdigitpos~t'ioD8 59 6,
or 10 of an instruction will cause the computer to stop in ~ transfer check
alarm 0 Oertain other unassigned addresses are fl111egaln~ that is, theT ~
cause. ·.an- in=out unit to operate in an unpredictable f'ashion o Other unas...
signed addresses are reserved for possible use at a later date o
Stop instTUctions o fhe £! operation is also used to. provide a ·StOP9 U
e~ther to stop the comp~ter or to stop any in=out unit wHich does not atop
automatically (that is, a magnetic tape unit oX' the photoelectric reader)o
!i-Q will stop the computero si 1 will stop the computer only.if the ·CoDdi~
tional Stop n switch is ONo st (any assigned address) will ~top any.in-out
unit which may be rl,Ulningg without stopping the computer; however, if rio inout unit need be se~ected by this si stop instruction, the unique designation
. s1 630 (octal} or sf 408 -tdecimall should be used~ both for program clar1t1
and for sp'ety of operat1oJ1o'
Poselbla;qhg.rutes ·,in rc and rd operationso It is possible that at 80ae
.. future date the address sections of the 1:$2 ~d .!S instructions may specify
the address to which control should be transferred it the in-out unit 1s Dot
ready to carry out the required recording or read1ns process o It is therefore ad~isable to set the address scction ot each !g and ~ instruction equal
to the address' of the register containing the instruct1on o _'or examplee
reaiste.r x ·wpuld contain rc x or ~o
:
. .
'r-t ·

Punched paper tapeo The conventional form ot al~d1g1t word on punched .
paper tape is known as "556" form (distinct trOll a previous fo~m te:rme4·.~ . '.
5=6 tt )
The binary digits (numbered 0 through 15' are physically. distributed"
on the tape in the following manners
.
0

hole no o
one word

~.

(1)

(2)

0

1
6
11

.5
·10

(:~)

(t.)

(5)

(6)

2 • ~
1· • .8

4
9

X
I

•

11.

15

13
t
teed ·holes

12

(7)
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Po:sltioDs" X" and" Y are normally Unpunched to aid"" in visually reading the tapeo
Howeve~ t~ey may contain tbe same information as "posItions ~'and 10 re8pec~
tively The \Vord=bY=\1ord reading modes of the in-out system" are devised to -,.
correctly assemble into a l6=digit word a word punched in 556 formo Ea~h line
of tape which contains information mut3t bave the 7th hole"position punched o "
If this were not done9 the tape reade~ could not distinguish a line ,of s1gni_ficant zeros (which it must read) from" a line of blank tape (wbich it must "
ignore)
The omission of the 7th bole then allows the feature of punched
visual"identification
numbers which
will be ignored by the reader
. o
0

0

DelaIs'and alarms associated with the read mode o While an in-outnnit
is operati,ng in the read mode, it the computer at tempts to perform any in-out
instruction (normally an-!:,g) 'before a" word or character has 'arrived in lOR,
it must wait until the-word or'character arrives o If'"" the computer has not
cleared IOR-(by an rd instrUction)-bef'ore the Bucce~ding iord arrives in lORfrom an in-out unit, an 1n~out alarm results o In connection with programming
for in=out units ~ the only type of alarm which occurs is an in-out alarmo" All
eases in which in=out alarms can occur are specifically noted in the discu.~
sion: of each unito
'
AUXILIARY .. llAGNRl'IC DRUM

(NOT ~ 'AVAILABLE)

Function of the auxiliary drum g

The auxiliar7 magnetic drum provides
~torage9n where each register ean
store "a 16=digit binary Bordo ThecoJl1puter c~ transfer a word to or read &.
word trOB any drua reg1sterg 'in Q ~nnor oiw1lsr
the g~ it does in ~
.
trost~t1c atorage o

24,576 registers of aintermediate speed

to

"

Register numbering o The register$ on the drum bear consecutive addresses
-f:roin- 0 to 24 9 5750 The registers are in 12 groUDs along the drum, each group
e.onsisting of 2048 registers o A drum addreess is specif1edby a 16""digit
binary lford 9 of which digit 0 is immaterialg digits 1=4 apecify,·the group nUtl.ber, and digits 5-15 specify the storage address o Within any register groupv
,the storage addresses are treated modulo 2048 0 For example, a block transfer
starting at address 2047 will deal in turn with registers 2047 9 OB 1, 2, et~o,
in the same register grouPG
A~ces8 time. To gain access to a specific resister on the drum takes, on
the average~ 8 Di1l18econds, equal to the time tor one-halt revolution ot the
drum An additional 12 milliseconds s~conds delay occurs i f the register lies
ina group different than the group last uaed o
0

Register selectiop. The next drum address to be selected is determined
br the !! ~nstruct1onand by any necessary portions ot the eontents of AC at
the time the si is executed o The s1 instruction may call for a new group numP
,ber or a new initial storage addresB9 or neith~rv or botho When a new group
number is neaded~ it 1s taken trom digits 1=4 of AC o ifhen a,nov initial stor=
age address is needed p it is taken from digits 5=15 of AC o Tho group selected
on the drum remains seleoted until an !! instruction specifically calls tor Q
change ot groupo The next atorS88 address Belected will be '!Jne greater thaD
the storage address most recently relerred to unless an !! instruction spec1~
£1ca11y calls for a new initial storage addrass o i~ provide for all the eases
above!) there are four possible ways for an a1 :lw.1truCt1oD to specify a rogisterg
1) Select no new group or initial addresa
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2)

Select new group only
Select· new initial storage address only
Select bothnew group arid new initial st'orage address
In addition, the si instruction selects reading or recording o
3)
4)

Recordin~gle words on the auxiliary drymo
on the auxiliary drum is as follows~

Programming for recording

Selects the auxiliary drum and the record mode o If the si instruction
calls for a new group number, it is selected in accordance with the
contents of digits 1-4 of AC o If the si calls for a new initial'storage address, it is selected in accordance with the contents of digits
~ of AC o The computer cannot perform another in-out instruction,
until the group change $ if any ~ requiring ,12 milliseconds,
is completed
.
-

Records the contents of AC at the next address called for by the s1
instruction, or at the neA~ consecutive address following the last
address at which a word was recorded o The computer cannot perform another in-out operation until the in~out equipment completes the recording' process~ which takes an average of 8 milliseconds and a maximum
of 16 milliseconds o An!£ instruction is required for each word to be
recorded o As many !£ instructions as necessary may be used before the
next s1 instruction o Any number of instructions other than in-out instructions may precede each ££0
Recording b~block=transfer instruction o A bo instruction may be sub~
stituted for a series of r£ instructions o The address of the bo must be the
initial address of the block to be taken from ES 9 and + n; the number of words
to be recorded~ must be stored times 2- 15 in AC o The block transfer will require an average of 8 milliseconds and a maximum of 16 milliseconds for the
first word to be recorded~ and 64 microseconds for each additional word o
If the block transfer involves both registers 2047, and 0, in that sequence,
an additional 16 milliseconds is required to complete the transfer o Any
sequence of !£ and bo instructions may follow a single sie
Reading from the auxilia~v drum o Programming for reading from the auxiliary drum is as follows~
si a
Selects the auxiliary drum and the read mode o If the si instruction
calls for a new group number, it is selected in accordance with the
contents of digits 1=4 of AC o If the si calls for a new initial storage address, it is selected in accordance with digits 5-15 of AGo
Reads into lOR the word from the chosen drum address o The time required to obtain the word is an averaae of 8 milliseconds and a maximum
of 16 milliseconds, plus an additional 12 milliseconds if. a group change
is necessaryo One~ and only one, rd or bi instruction must intervene
between this and the next si instructiono
!9==
Transfers the word in lOR to AC~ then clears IOR o

0
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Reading by block-transfer instruction o A bi instruction may be substituted for a.n rd instruction o The address of thebi must be the initial a.ddress of the block of registers in ES to which the-;ords will be transferred,
and ± n, the number of words to be read, must be stored times 2- 1 5 inAC.
Each bi must be preceded by an sio The block transfer will require an
average of 8 milliseconds and a maximum of 16 milliseconds for the first
wora to be read, and 64 microseconds for each additional word o If the
block transfer involves both registe~ 2047 and O~ in that sequence, an
additional 16 milliseconds is required to complete the transfer
Q

Zero-length block transfers on bi and boo The use of a bi instruction
calling for the transfer of a block zero words in length will result in one
word being reac;l but not transferred o The reading of the Vlord actually is
initiated by the preceding £1 instruction, hence one word is already read
by the tim~ the bi is ready to be performed o If the bi calls for the
transfer of no words~ the word already read is simply discarded o Zero. length block transfers on bo will always be performed correctly, i.e o no
recording will take placeo
si addresses for auxiliar~ drum o When the auxiliary drum becomes available, the si addresses will be as follows~
READ MODE:
1) no address
2) select new
.3) select new
4) select new
RECORD MODE:
1) no address
2)

.3)

4)

specified

si 700
grOUP~Si 201
initial address
~si 702
group and address
si 703

octal or si
octal or si
octal or si
octal or si

448 decimal
449. decimal

ta:50 decimal
ta:5l decimal

specified

si 70/: qptal or si "'52 decimal.
select new group ~ si 70~ octal or si 42.2 decim§.l .
select initial address
si 706 oQtal or si 424 decimal
select new group and address
si 707 octal or si 425 decimal

CAMERA
Action of the camerao The selection of the camera by an .§i. instruction
results in the following cycle of operation, termed an "index cyclell~
1) Close shutter
2) Advance film one frame
.3) Open shutter
If shutter is initially closed~ the first step is omitted o ·
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Programming'the index cycle. The index cycle is effected 'by the single'
instruction si 500 (octal) or si 320 (decimal). 220 milliseconds will elapse
after the si instruction before the computer performs the next in-out instruction.
Manual controls
Three push-buttons, labeled CLOSE, OPEN, and INDE)C;- on
the camera control panel provide for manual' control of the camera. Depressing
the INDEX button advances the film one fram~;ifthe shutter is initially
open, it is automatically closed during the period required to advance the
filmo A remote push-button unit is also available, which may be plugged into
anyone of several jackso Depending upon whether the shutter is initially
open or closed, one of the following sequences of operation will result.
0

If the shutter is initially closed, depressing the button opens the
shutter; releasing the button closes the shutter and advances the
film
0

If the shutter is initially open, depressing the button has no
effect; releasing the button closes the shutter, advances the film,
and reopens the shutter.
CLOCK
Use of the "clock,11 or "time register g t1 The II cl ock ll is provided to
indicate increments of time, counting in one-quarter second units from 0 to
32767 (136 53) minutes) and then starting overo It is a l6-digit flip-flop
register of which the sign is always positive, and it is located (arbitrarily)
at address 31 (decimal) in Test storage o The contents of the clock may be
read out' by an instruction (~, ~, ~, ad, EB, £m, ~, ad, ~, ~, mh, dv,
dm) in ES (but not in TS); information cannot be transferred to the clock
by the computero The clock is reset to zero by a pushbutton.
0

DELAYED OUTPUT VIA MAGNETIC TAPE
Delayed-output units. Where printed page or punched paper tape output
is'desired, computer time can be conserved by.the use of the delayed-output
unit. The 6-digit binary characters to control the printer or the punch are
recorded on magnetic tape by the computer and the tape is later run through
the aelayed-output unito The tape for delayed output can be recorded at the
rate of 100 characters per second. An 800-foot reel of magnetic tape will
store about 32,000 characters, which can be recorded in a minimum of 5.2
minutes and can be printed or puncbedout in about 75 minutes.
Tape unit connections o There are two magnetic tape units, designated
1A and lE, associated with the delayed-output equipmento Either one of
the units may be connected to the computer while the other is connected
to the delayed-output equipmento The connections may be interch~nged by
a manual switcb o
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Programming for delayed OU~1L~. In order to record on magnetic tape a
series of characters for later automatic printing or punching, the following
conventions must be observed:

1) A full 16-digit word must be recorded on magnetic

tap'~,to store
each 6-digit binary characteI,"; each charac'ter o'ccupies' digit
'
positions 2 through 7 of the recorded word, the 'contents of 'the
other digit:positions being immaterial. The necessa~y binary
characters for the IIdelayed printer" are identical to those
used for the printer ~see the Flexowri ter Cod~),

2)

The temporal separation of the words on magnetic tape must be
no less than 7 milliseconds. A 12-millisecond separation will
automatically be achieved i f the individual words are recorded
as blocks each 1 word long. If record~ng time is to be a minimum, the program must "count" a 7-millisecond delay between '
individual recorded words.
'

3)' It is advisable (but not necessary) to provide a F1exo-unit

stop character as the last recorded character so that the automatic printing or punching equipment may operate unattended.

LIGHT GUNS
Action of a light gun o Alight gUn signal generated by the display of a
point on a scope (see SCOPES)"is transmitted immediately to lOR (which has
beeri reset' to zero by the display instruction).' The signal causes" ones' to
appear in two digit positions of lOR: namely, in the sign digit posi:tion,
indicating that a signal has been received, and in the digit position to
which the light gun is connected. Several light guns may send signals to
lOR simultaneous1yo
Progrdmming for light gun inputs. To determine if a light gun signal
has occurred, it is necessary to program an rd after the point has been displayed and before another in-out instruction. The rd will bring the contents
of lOR into AC, a ~ instruction will examine the sign digit to see if any
signal has been received, and successive sf or cl instructions will determine
which light guns generated the signal.
Present light gun equipment. At present, the one available light gun is
permanently connected to the sign digit of lOR, and can be connected by a
four-position switch to anyone of digit po~itions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of lOR.
At some future date there will be more light guns, which mayor may not be
tied to specific digits of lOR.
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MAGNET Ie TAPE

Action of magnetic-tape units. The magnetic-tape units will record and
read 16-digit binary words o An individual block is of arbitrary length, the
start of' the block being identified by a block marker automatically recorded.
In addition to provisions for recording and reading, a mode termed lire-record"
searches for a block marker and then switches to the record mode. Previously
recorded information is automatically erased from a tape which is running' in
the recordmode o A tape' unit ivhich is instructed to stop will continue to
coast for approximately 6 milliseconds, but will: not affect the·recorded data
which passes under the heads during this coasting period. A tape unit running
at full speed and instructed to reverse direction will continue moving in the
original direction for approximately 6 milliseconds, but will immediately
being erasing and counting the delay for a block space if recording, or
counting a delay and then searching for a'block marker if reading or re-record. ing. The tape unit is-a. free-running unit: . once started by an si instruction,
it runs free until stopped by a~other si.instruction •.
Automatic assembly and disassembly of words. A 16-digit word is in
actuality recorded as eight pairs of digits on n~gnetic.tape, the word being
automatically disassembled by digit pairs in lOR. On readin'g, the word is aut·o- .
matically assembled (by successive shifts left) by digit pairs in lOR. The word
will be assembled properly only i f the tape is running in the ~ direction as
it . was· vlhen recorded~ If the tape is read in t he direction opposite to that in
which it was recorded, the resulting words must be unscrambled by a special
subroutine
0

Recording o

Programming for recording a block of words is as follows:

Selects the tape unit and sta.rts the unit in forwat'd or reverse,
depending on the address m. An interblook space 12 milliseconds
long is generated on the tape, then a block marker is automatical~
recorded o The computer cannot perform another in-out "instruction
until this l2-millisecond period has elapsed.
Records on t ape the 16-digit word 'contained in AC.. 2.5 milliseconds
must elapse. before the computer can perform another·in-out.instructiono An ££ is required for each word to be recorded. As many!£
instructions as necessary may be used before the next' si instruction.
Any number of instructions other than in-out instructions may precede
each ££0
Identical to the ~above, for the purpose of erasing any previouslY
recorded data at the end of the block. If the tape has been previously erased so that there is no possibility of old data occurring at the
end of a newly-recorded block, this instruction and the succeeding
si n ~ay be omitted.
Selects the same unit for recording, but in the opposite direction.
The tape will coast in the original direction for approximately 6
milliseconds; it will then reverse, erase the block marker recorded
by the preceding si m and move the newly-erased space under the heads.
After 12 milliseconds a block marker will be reco~ded. This si instruction must follow'within 16 milliseconds of the previous si.
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Stops the tape unit. Any si instruction which has'been assigned a
function will stop the tape unit ,but if the program does not require
a specific si instruction, use the unique designation si 630 (octal)
or si 408 (decimal) 0 The maximum safe interval between, this si and
the preceding si n, if any, is ~ milliseconds.
,

'

\

Recording by 'block-transfer instruction. The system is not designed to
permit recording on magnetic tape by the block-transfer instruction.
Re-recording o Re-recording is similar to recording except that the unit
runs for approximately 5 milliseconds and then begins the recording process
after passing the next block marker instead of beginning to record immediately
irrespective of the tape position. Only one block marker precedes the newlyrecorded block o
Reading.
si m

rd--

8i--

Programming for reading, of words is as follows:

Selects the tape unit and'starts the, unit in forward or reverse,
depending upon the address of .m. . After ~ waiting for 5 milliseconds,
the computer reads'into lOR the first word after the next block
marker. The amount of time required for this, process will depend
on the distance of the next block marker from the reading heads.
This si instruction must not be followed by another si without at
least one-intervening rd or bi~instruction.
Transfersthe contents of lOR to AC, then clears lOR in preparation for
receiving the neJ~ word from tape. As many successive rd instructions
will be needed as there are words to be read from t ape. Assuming that
the words were recorded at maximum density (one word every 2.5 milliseconds) a pair of digits will be read to lOR at intervals of approximately 300 microseconds. The computer must execute an rd instruction
often enough to extract a word from lOR and clear lOR before the first
pair of digits of the next recorded word arrives from the tape unit;
otherwise an in-out alarm will result. To stop reading before the end
of a recorded block has been reached, give an instruction to stop the
tape unit within 2 milliseconds after the last desired word has been
read; othervlise an in-out alarm may resulto Any instructions other
than in-out instructions may precede each rd o
Stops the tape unit. Any si instruction which has been assigned a
function will stop the tape unit, but if the program does not' require
a specific si instruction, use the unique designation si 630 (octal)
or si 408 (decimal)o

Reading by block-transfer instruction. A bi instruction may be substituted for a series of rd instructions. The address of the bi must be the
initial address of the~lock of registers in ES to which th;-words will be
t!~nsferred, and ± n, the number of words to be read, must be stored times
2 I5 in AC at the time the computer executes the biG Any sequence of r£
and bi instructions may follow a single si.
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. Zero-length block transfer on bi.The use of a bi instruction calling
for the transfer of a block zero words in length will result- in one word
being read but-not transferred. The reading of the word actually in initiated· by the preceding si instruction, hence one word is already read by
the time the bi is ready to be performed.·· If the .!2i calls for the transfer
of no words, the word already read is simply discarded.
Skipping blocks o The re-record instruction can perform an auxiliary
fUnction: that of making possible the skipping of any number of blocks, in
either forward or reverse. Each si instruction,to re-record causes the~pe
unit to search for the next block marker andw switch to the record mode as
soon as the block marker is found. Since the record mode erases previously
recorded data, however, anotber·si instruction must switch the unit out of the
record mode in time to avoid erroneously erasing~
The maximum permissible
interval between the si to re-record and tne .§i to switch out o,r, the record'
mode is dependent on the distribution of data on the tape"but in no case will
it be less than 5 millisecond?o
si addresses for magnetic tape units.
tape units are as follows:

UNITS 2 AND 3 NOT
UnitRe-record, forward

0
100 octal
64 decimal

YEr

The si addresses for the magnetic

AVAILABLE

lA, IB*
110 octal"72 decimal

2

:2

120 octal
80 decimal

130 octal
88 decimal

101 octal
"
65 decimal

III octal

73 decimal

121 octal
81 decimal

131 octal
89 decimal

Read, forward

102 octal
66 decimal

112 octal
74 decimal

122 octal
,82 decimal

132 octal
90 decimal

Read, reverse

103 octal
67 decimal

113 octal
'75 decimal

123 octal
83 decimal

133 octal
91 decimal

Record, forward

106 octal
70 decimal

116 octal
78 decimal

126 octal
86 decimal

1.36 octal
94 decimal

Record, reverse

107 octal
71 decimal

117 octal
79 decimal

127 octal
87 decimal

137 octal
95 decimal

Re-record, reverse

*

,

.~.

associated with delayed-output equipment
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MECHANI CAL TAPE RF..ADER
Action of the mechanical tape reader. The mechanical tape reader
"reads" the 6-digit binary combination punched in a line of paper tape
and transmits it to the right-hand six digit places of lOR. In the
line-by-line mode, each reading operation reads one line of tape and forms
a word of which the left-hand ten digits are zero and the right-hand
six digits correspond to the. binary combination punched in the tape. In
the word-by-word mode, each reading operation re~ds three lines of tape,
and assembles (by successive shifts left in lOR) a 16-digit word from
the digits punched in the tape in 556 form. The mechaDieal. tape reader
does not need to be stopped by an si instruetion.
Programming for line-by-line mode.
line-by-line mode is as follows:

Programming for reading in the

si r

Selects' the mechanical reader.

rd--

Reads the next 6-digit character from paper tape into the
right-hand six digit positions of AC via lOR, and clears lOR
in preparation for receiving the nexti character. The contents
of digits 0-9 of AC will be zero, and the contents of digits
10-15 of AC will correspond to the binary combination read
from tape. In thi s' mode wi th the mechanical reader, the computer requires 106 milliseconds to execute each rd instruction.
As many successive rd instructions are necessary as there are
lines of tape to be read. Any number of instructions other
than in-out instructions may precede each rd.

Reading line-by-line by .the block-transfer instruction. A bi
instruction may take the place of a series of rd instructions. The
address of the bi must be the initial address of the block of registers
in ES to which the words will be transferred, and ±n, the number of
lines to be read, must be stored times 2-15 in AC. The time required
to execute the block transfer is the same as the total time required
to perform the rd instructions it replaces. Any e~quence of rd and
bi instructions may follow a single si,
Programming for word-by-word mode.
the word-by-word mode is as follows:

Prog~amming

for reading in

si r . Selects the mechanical reader.
Reads the next three lines of tape (which must be punched in
556 form) and assembles them via lOR into a 16-digit word in
AC, and clears lOR in preparation for receiving the next wot-d.
In this mode with the mechanical reader, the computer requires
318 milliseconds to execute each rd instruction. As many
successive rd instructions are necessary as there are words to
be read from tape. Any number of instructions other than inout instructions may precede each rd.
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Reading word-by-word by the block-transfer instruction. A bi
instruction may take the place of a series of rd instructions. The
address of the bi must be the initial address of the block of registers
in ES to which the wor~s will be transferred, and:. n, the number of words
to be read, must be stored times 2-1, in AC. The time required to execute
the block transfer is the same as the total time required to perform the
rd instructions it replaces. Any se-quence of rd and bi instructions may_
fullow a single si.
Zero-length block transfer on biG The use of a bi ins~ruction
calling for the transfer of a block zero words in length will result
in one word being read but not transferred. The reading of the word
actually is initiated by the preceding si instruction, hence one word is
already read_ by the time the bi is readyto be -performed. If the bi
calls for the transfer of no WOrds, the word already read is simplYdiscarded.
si addresses for the mechanical reader. The si addresses for .the
mechanical tape reader (Flexowriter Input Unit MJ)connected in "normal"
fashion are as follows:
line-by-line : _

si 200 (octal) _ _or

si 128 (decimal)

word-by-word:

si 202 (oct-a.i)

si 130 (decimal)

or

PHarOELECTRIC TAPE READER

Action of the photoelectric reader. The photoelectric -tape reader,
abbreviated hereafter ttPErR,1t "reads" the 6-digit binary combination punched
in a line of paper tape and transmit-s it to the right-hand six digit places
of lOR. In the line-by-line mode, each reading operation reads one line of
tape and forms a word of which the left-hand ten digits are zero and the
right-hand six digits correspond to the binary combination punched in the
tape. In the word-by-word mode, e~ch reading operation reads three lines of
tape and assembles (by successive shifts left in lOR) a 16-digit word from
the digits punched in the-tape in 556 form. PETR is a free-running unit;
that is, it runs free until stopped by an si instruction.
Substitution of mechanical reader for PETR. A; switch will soon be
available to connect the mechanical reader in "place of the PEI'R whenever
it is necessary to go instruction-by-instruction in a program which calls
for the PErRo At other times the mechanical reader will be connected in
its norma,l place, ~t.h its o:wnselection addresses.
Programming for line-bY-line mode. Programming for reading in the lineby-line mode is as follows:
si r

Starts PETR. Reads the first 6-digi t character from tape into the
right-hand six digits of lOR. This si instruction must not be
followed by another si without at least one intervening rd or
bi instruction o
-
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rd-- Transfers contents of lOR to AC, then clears lOR in. preparation for
receiving the next character. The contents of digits 0-9 of AC will be
zero, and the contents of digits 10-15 of AC will correspond to the
binary combination read from tape. As many successive rd instructions
are necessary as there are lines of tape to be read. Ir-there are no
intervening lines of blank tape, a 6-digit character will arrive at lOR
every 7 milliseconds
The computer must execute an rd'instruction often
enough to extract a word from lOR and clear IO~ before the next character
arrives from the reader; otherwise an in-out alarm will result. Any
instructions other than in-out instructions may precede each rd.
0

si-- stops the readero Since the reader passes about three-quarters of an
inch of tape after it has been ordered to stop, it should not be
stopped except where at least one and one-half inches of blank tape
have been provided, otherwise information~ich coasts by the reading
head will be lost. Any ~ instruction which has been assigned a function
will stop the reader, but if the program does not require a specific si
instruction, use the unique designation 'si 630 (octal) or si 408 (deCimal).
Reading line-by-line by block-transfer instruction. A bi instruction
may take the.place of a series of rd instructions. The address of the bi
must be the initial address of the~lock of registers in ES to which thewords will be trgnsferred, and 2: nj) the number of words to be read, must be
stored times 2-1~ in AC. The time required for the block transfer is the
same as the total time required to perform the rd instructions it replaces.
Any sequence of rd and bi instructions may follOW a single si •.
Programming for word-by-word modeo
by-word mode is as follows:

Programming for reading in the word-

si.r starts PETR. Reads the next three lines of tape (which must be punched
in 556 form) and assembles them into a l6-digi t word in lOR. This si
instruction must not be followed by another si without at least one
intervening rd or bi instruction.
-rd-- Transfers contents of lOR to AC, then clears lOR in preparation for
---- receiving the next character. The contents of AC will correspond to
the 16-digit word originally punched on tape •.' As many successive rd
instructions are necessary as there are words 'to be read from t ape:. If there are no intervening lines of blank tape, a 6-digit character
will arrive in lOR every 7 milliseconds
The computer must execute an
rd instruction often enough to extract a word from lOR and clear lOR
before the next character arrives from the reader; otherwise an in-out
alarm will resulto Any instructions other than in-out instructions may
precede each ~.
0

si-- stops the reader. Since the reader passes about three-quarters of an
inch of tape after it has been ordered to stop, it should not be stopped
except where at least one and one-half inches of blank tape have been
prOvided, otherwise information which coasts by the reading head will
be lost Any si instruction which has been assigned a function will
stop the reader, but if the program does not require a specific
si instruction, use the unique designation si 630 (octal) or ,.:,.~
Sf 408 (decimal)o
0

.61
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Reading "Tord-by-word by block-transfer instruction. A bi instruction
may take the place of a series of rd instructions. The address of the bi
must be the initial address of thelblock of registers in ES to which thewords will be tr~i~erred, and! n, the number of words to be read, must
be stored times 2
in AC. The time required for the block transfer is
the same as the total time required to perform the rd instructions it replaces. Any sequence of rd and bi instructions ~follow a single si.

- -

-

Zero-length block transfer on bi. The use of a ~ instruction calling for the transfer of a block zero words in length will result in one
word being read but not transferred. The reading of the word actually
is initiated by the preceding si instruction, hence one word is already
read by the time the bi is readY to be performed. If the bi calls for
the transfer of no \-lOrds, the \\lord already read is simply discarded.
a1 addresses :for the photoelectric reader. T.he si addresses for the
photoelectric reader (Flexowriter Input Unit II) are
follows:

as

line-by-line:

si· 211 (octal)

or si 137 (decimal)

word-by-word:

si 213 (octal)

or si 139 (decimal)

PRINTEBS

Action of the printer. Each character to be printed or machine function
to be performed (for example, carriage return) requires that the computer
send to the printer a 6-digit binary ,character from the left-hand six digit
places of AC or of a storage register. Each key on the printer is actuated
by a unique code character. The printer utilizes only 51 of the 64 possible
code combinations, and it will ignore without consequence the rema1n1ng combinations. The computer-controlled printers .will also ignore the "stoptt
code.
The Flexowriter Code. The 6-digit code, known as the "FL"· Flexowriter
Code, is assigned arbitrarily by the manufacturer. The code is given in
the accompanying tables. Tab Ie I is in alphanumerical sequence and Table 2
is in numerical sequence of binary code characters.
Programming for printer operation. The printing of alphanumerical
characters and the performance of machine functions is accomplished by the
following sequence of instructions:

-si
-rct

Selects the printer designated by the address t. The printer will
remain selected until the next !! instruction Is executed.
Actuates the printer key corresponding to the 6-digit code character
contained in digits 0-5 of AC. A time (listed below) equal to that
required for the printer to respond to the most recent character mast
elapse before the computer can perform the next in-out instruction.
An rc instruction is required for each character to be printed or machine function to be performed. As many rc instructions as necessary
may be used before the next s1 instruction; Any number of instructions other than in-out instructions m~ precede each~.

61
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Printing via the block-transfer instruction. If the Flexowriter codes
for a group of characters to be printed are stored in sequence and in the
left-hand 6-digit places in a block of consecutive registers, a bo instruction may be substituted for a series of rc instructions. The ad'd'ress of the
bo must be the initial address of the block of regist~I~' and! n,.the number of registers in the block, must be stored times 2
in AC at the time
the bo instruction is executed. The time required for the block transfer to
the Printer \..,ill be the same as the total time required to execute the rc
instructions it replaces. Any sequence of rc and bo instructions ~ fOllow
a single 2,_
Printer response times. The approximate times required for the printer
to carry out various processes are listed below:
. print any alphanumerical character or
symbol, space, color change, upper
and lO\'ler case shifts _ 0 • 0 • • • • • .135 milliseconds
back space.
o· •
0
o. 0 •
0 0180 milliseconds
tabulation and carriage return. • •. 200 to 900 milliseconds
0

0

0

0

0

0

si addresses for printers. The si addresses for the printers are as
follows:
UNIT NOo 3 NOT YET AVAILABLE
Flexo Output Unit 11 (Room 222):
Flexo Output Unit 12:
Flexo Output Unit #3:

si 21
si 22
si 2

(octal
octal
octal

or si
or si
or si

PUNCH

Act ion of the punch. Each line of digits to be punched on tape· is transmitted to the punch f·rom the left-hand 6 digit-places of lOR. In the lineby-line mode, each recording operation punches one line of tape corresponding
to the contents of digits 0-5 of lOR. In the word-by-word mode, each recording operation punches three lines. of tape in 556 form (by successive
shifts left in lOR) corresponding to the \'lord in lOR.
Programming for line-by-line mode.
line-bY-line mode is as follows:

Programming for punching in the

~

Selects the punch, and prepares to punch or suppress the 7th hole, according to the address p. The punch will remain selected until the
next si instruction is executed.

-rc-'

Punches in one line on paper tape the 6-digit binary combination corresponding to the contents of digits 0-5 of AC. The 7th hole position
is automatically punched, or not, according to the mode determined by
the most recent si instruction. 93 milliseconds must elapse before the
computer can perfOrm the next in-out instruction. An reis required
for each line of tape to be punched. As many rc instructions as necessary may be used before the next si instruction7 Any number of instructions other than in-out instructions may precede each ~.

61
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Punchingline-by-line 9Y block-transfer ins~ction. If the characters
to be punched are stored in sequence and in the left-hand 6 digit-places in
a block of consecutive storage registers,a bo instruction may be substituted
for a series of rc instructions. The addressof the bo must be the initial
. address of the block of registe~s, and t n, the number-of registers in the
block, must be stored times 2-1 ':} in At: at the time the bo instruction is
. executed o The time required for the block transfer to the punch will be
the same as the total time required to execute the rc instruct~ons it
replaces. Any sequence of ~ and bo instructions may follow a single si.
Programming for word-by-word mode.
word-biWord mode is as follows:
.

Programming for punching in the

.

Selects the punch, and prepares to punch or suppress the 7th hole,
according to the address po The pUnch will remain selected until
·the next si instruction is executed.
rc--

Punches in 556 form (in three lines) the.16-digit binary .combination
corre·sponding to the contents of AC. The 7th hole position is
automatically punched, or not, according t~ the mode determined by
the most recent si.instruction. 280 milliseconds must elapse before
the computer can perform the next in~out instruction. An rc is
required for each word to be punched in three lines on tape; As many
rc instructions as necessary may be used before the next si instruction
Any number of instructions other than in-out instructionsInay precede
each rc.

-

. Punching word-b,y-word by block-transfer instruction. Tf the words to
be punched are stored in sequence in a block of consecutive storage
registers, a bo instruction . may be substi tuted:for a series of ro instructions. The address of the bo must be the.initial address of tlii3block of
registers~ and ! n, the number of registers in the block, must be .stored
times 2-1~ in AC at the time the bo instruction is executed. The time
required for the block transfer ~the punch will be the same as the total
time required to execute the rc instructions it replaces. Any sequence
.of !:£ and bo instructions may-:follow a single si.
si addresses for punch.

The si addresses for the punch are as follows:

line-by-line normalg
line-by-line, 7th hole suppressed:
word-by-word, normal:
word-by-word, 7th hole suppressed:

si
si
si
si

205
204
207
206

(octal)
(octal)
(octal)
(octal)

or
br
or
or

si
si
si
si

133
132
135
134

(decimal)
(decimal)
(decimal)
(de cimal)
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SCOPES
Selection of scope displays. The computer program will specify by the
address of the si instruction a particular' "scope intenaification line. II Any
scope connected-ro the selected line will display a point on each of the succe.eding display 'instructions o A bank of toggle switches at each scope unit
permits the connection of the scope to anyone or more of the 16 intensification
lines.
Scope· deflectiono The left-hand 11 digits of AC' at the time a display
instruction is given determine the direction and amount of deflection. The'
positive direction of horizontal deflection is to the right and positive vertical deflection is upward o The value 1 - 2-10 or its negative will produce
. the maximum deflection.
Display of a single point.

The display of a single point is programmed

by the following sequence of instructions:

si s

Selects the scope intensification line designated by the address s.
Sets the horizontal deflection of all scopes to a value corresponding
to the contents of digits 0-10 of AC.

rc--

Sets the vertical deflection of all scope s to a value corresponding to
the contents of digits 0-10 of AO. Intensifies a point on all scopes
which are connected to the intensification line selected by the above
si instruction o 100 microseconds" will elapse before the computer perfOrms the next in-out ins truction. Any number of instructions other
than in-out instructions may precede each rc~ Each point to be dis. played is programmed in a similar manner. -

Display of vertical lines. The horizontal deflection is set up by any si
instruction (including those which do not refer to scopes) and remains unchanged
until a new si-instruction is executed. Similarly, the vertical deflection is set
up by any rc:1nstruction (while a scope line is selected) and remains unchanged
until a newrc instruction is ex~cuted. Hence a vertical line may be displayed
simply by a single si to set the horizontal deflection followed by a succession
of ~ instructions to set up the vertical deflections and display the individual
points on the vertical line o After each rc, 100 microseconds must elapse before
the computer can perform the'next in-out instruction.
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si addresses for scope lines.
sification lines are as .follows:
scope
line
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

octal
address
si
si
si
si
si
si
si
si

600
601
602
603
604

605
606
607

decimal
address
si
si
si
si
si
si
si
si

The si addresses designating scope intenscope octal
address
line

384

8

385
386
387
388
389
390
391

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

si
si
5i
si
si
si
5i
si

610
611
612
613

614
615
616
617

decimal
address
si
si
5i
si
si
si
'si
5i

392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399

61'
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TABLE 10 . THE "FLII_ FLEIOWRITER CODE
Alphanumerical
"

Lower Upper Character Decime.l Octal
Case .~ "123459 Va~ue Value
A

000110

bB
c
C

'110010

a

d

D

e

E
F
G

'. t

•

.H

h

"'! "

.' :1

k

J
K

.1

L

m

II·

D

B
0

~1:

o

.. P p
.. q: .. '.Q.

R

.r·"

011100
010010·
000010
011010
110100
101000
001100
0101a.O
01111.0
100100
11100Q
011000
110000
101100
10l..l10
010100

6

o

~o

62

1

1

28

34

2

2
5

18

22

.3

2

2

26

.32

52'

64'

'6

8

50·

7

T

14

8

8

e

40
12
22'.

26'

9

.30

.36

36

Ii

'44

56
24

70

or

.

~..

.
U·
V

.x·

.1

1:

't
;$

·it·

. OOlllO

111100
100110
111010 .
lOlO~O

l.~Ol~

3.0

48

. 60

44
46

54
56
24

.20

12'
'40

60

16
74

.38

46

. sa

72

42
.34

52
42

14

s

space bar :

=
~,=+.

..,

-'

.~-/

Cha~act"er 'D4!ciDialO~t~

12~456.

Value

1~062

"

4
5

o.Oloio
10.
:"::.~ ,.:, .···. ·. ioO·ooo··,··" 32'

11 .

..

Lower Upper
'~ Case

6
50

.... :. ·s . .': ':":'~: '. .

,t:,

~e9uen~e

.'. _.

010101
001111'
OOOlli
OOlOn
010011
011011
010111.
000011
110110
00P101
001000 .
001001
001+01

Value
76

21
15

17

7

7

2S··

'.1113
19

2.3,

27
23

33'
27

3
54..

.3

66

5"
8·

10

·9

11

13,'

15

.>

color

chang~

o

)

010000
010001"·

,

(

011001

-. -.. -. back .space

l6

20

17

21

25
29

31
35

011101
100011
35
43
100101
~abulation
37 ·45·
carr. ' return 101001
51
41
stop
110001
49 _., ,61
llJ-001: \ ,S7 ..
upper caSe
'1:L
lower case
11110161
75
,llllll
63
nulllt1
77

61--'
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TABLE 2

·THE- -It_FL" FLEXOWRITER CODE
Bi~~Y N~er1ca1 Seguen,ce
0

, -

, Dec~ Octal Charact-er LoWer Upper·
!aluE§ ~ l22it26 Case ~
000000 no"ti.cpsed
0
0
000001 Dot used
1
1
:;'- a'
000010
e
E
2
a
000011 ' ~.s '
'3
3
00010P not used
4
4

,

S
6

,

6

8

lG

,9

11
'12

7

10
,

.n
U'

1,'

15 '
16
17
18

14

001100

,17

20
21
22

a

A'

-

, 001011

1,

• I.

s
000111
~
001000 apace bar
"~
001001
001010
a
S

I)

16

14

OQ01Ol
000110

4

<6

i

I

0

d

D

010011

5

5

20

24
2S

010100
010101

r

R

1

J1.

010110

j

3

7

""f

11

m

2)

16/

32

~

33

28
29,

34

30

.36

010111
011000
011001
011010
011011
011100
011101
011110

,:a

37

011111

,.,:',~.

, 2,'

27
30

',: ' 3J.

35

,

,

,

,

,

010010

23

• •

0

+.
001101
/
001110
·V
u
2
001111
2
010000 color change
)
010001

19
~~

\

Decimal Octal Character Lower Upper
Value Value l22it26 ~~
100000
t- -, ' T'
32
40
100001
not used
41
33
Z ._100010
z
42
34
100011
back space
4.3
35
1 ' ' ,,'L,'
. .36
100100
44
100101
.37
tabulatiOD
45
100110
1f
W
38
46
39 ,4
100111
not used
47
101000'
h
B
SO
40
;1
1D1QOl
can ret'QI'D
41
101010
52
I
42
'1
101011
not used
53
43
101100
P
p
54
44
;
' 45
101101 , '."not used
55
101110
q
56
46
Q
101111
not used
47
57
60
' 110000
0
0
48
61 .
110001
stop
49
62
110010
50
b
B
110011
51
6.3
not used
110100
61..
G
52
g
llOlOl
Dot used
65
53
9
66
110110
;4
9
110111
fJ7
"not used
111000
56
70
m
I
111001
71
upper case
57
72
lllOlO
58
x
I
111011
not used
73
59
60
111100
v
74
V'
61
1ll1Ol
lower case .
75
0
62
76
lll11a
0
111111
63
77
null:lt,.

(
f
6

F
e

c

C

k

K

"

"

:

not~uged
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REFERENCE LIST OF si ADDRESSES

All of the presently assigned 5i addresses are listed below in numer- .
ica1 sequence, together with very brief notations of their functions.
AD = Auxiliary magnetic drmn
ED = Buffer magne tic drum
CA ~= Camera
FI = F1exowriter input unit
Address·
Oet.(Dee o )
0

(0)

1·

(I)

100
101
102
103
106
107
110
111
112
113
116
117
120
121
122
123
126
127
130
131
132
133
136

(64)
(65)
(66)

(67)
(70)
(71)
(72)
(73)
'(74)
(75)
(78)
(79)
(80)
(81)
(82)
(83)
(86)

(87)
(88)
(89)
(90)
(91)
(94)

Unit
Class Sero
ST
ST
MT

0

MT

0

MT
MT

0

0

Ml'

0

MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
·2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

MT

MT
MT
MT

MT

FO = F1exowriter output unit
MT = M~gnetic tape
SC = Scope intensification line
ST = stop

Mode

Address·
Oeto(Dee o )

stop compo 137 (95)
condo stop 200 (128)
rer fwd
202 (130)
rer rev
20k (132)
read fwd
205 (133)
read rev
206 (134)
red fwd
207 (135)
red rev
211 (137)
rer fwd
213 (139)
rer rev
215 (l41)
read fwd
220 (144)
read rev
221 (145)
ree fwd
222 (146)
ree rev
223 (147)
rer fwd
225 (149) .
rer rev
230 (152)
read fwd
231 (153)
read rev
. 232 (154)
red fwd
233 (155)
red rev
235 (157)
rer fwd
500 (320)
rer rev
600 (384)
read fwd
601 (385)
read rev
602 (386)
rcd fwd
603 (381)

Unit
Class Sere
MT

3

FI

0

FI

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

FO
FO

FO

FO
FI
FI
FO
FI
FI

FI
FI·
FO
FI

FI
FI
FI

FO
CA.
se
SC
SC

sa

3
3
3
3
3
0
1
2

3

Mode
red rev
l..,.by-l
w-by-w
1-by-l;supp 7
I-by-l;no sup
w-by-w; supp 1
w-by-wjno sup
I-by-l
w-by-w
1-by-1
b-by-1
w-by-w
b-by-w
1-by-1
b-by-l
w-'by-w
b-by-w
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Address
Octo(Dec o)
604
605
606
. 607
610
611
612
. 613
614
615
616

Unit
Class Sero

(388)
(389)
(390)
(391)
(392)
(393)
(394)
(395)
(396)
(397)
(398)

SC
SC

so
so

4
5
6
7
8

SO
SC
SO
SO
SC
SO

9
10
11
12
13

so

14

Mode

Address
Octo(Dec o)
617
630
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707

(399)
(408)
(448)
(449)
(450)
(4Sl)
(452)
(453)
(454)
(455)

Unit
.Class Sero
SC
ST

Mode

15
unit stop
rd: rd: new gp
rd: new addJ:
rd: gp& addJ:

AD
AD
AD

AD

AD

rc:
rc:
rc:
rc:

AD
AD
AD

new gp
new. adcb
gp& addl

REFERENCES
Further details concerning the WWI system may be found in the following
documents:
E-466
. E-469
E-473
E-479
E-482
E-499

Operation of the In-out Element
Display Facilities in the Final In-out System
Input Program, September, 1952
.
Basic Conversion Program, September, 1952
Operation of Magnetic Tape Units
Operation of Block Transfer Orders

M-1516 Use of the Interim Magnetic Tape Print-out Equipment
M-1591 Special Input Program, T-2000
M-1624-1 Short Guide to Coding and Whirlwind I Operation Code
R-127-l Whirlwind I Block TIiagrams
R-180
Functional Description of the Whirlwind I Computer
being {paper Tape Facilities
wi tten Auxiliary Magnetic Drum
Buffer Magnetic Drum
Signed:

Approved:
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Engineering Note E-516
Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT:

COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OF SERVICE ROUTINES

To:

S. & E. C. Group and Group 61

From:

H. Uchiyamada

Date:

December 17, 1,952

Abstract:

The Comprehensive System of Service Routines provides for conversion by WWI to binary form from Flexowriter-coded perforated
tapes prepared according to conventions which have been chosen to
facilitate the task of coding programs tor ~II~ In addition to
straightforward conversion of function letters and decimal addresses"
the Comprehensive System (CS) provides for (1) use ot floating
addresses for which assignment of final storage locations is made by
the computer (this has the important advantage of permitting inser• tions and deletions of instructions without extensive renumbering in
the program) (2) automatic selection of Input/Output and Programmed
Arithmetic (PA) interpretive subroutines which 'eliminates to a considerable degree the time wasted in handling tapes and the possible
errors involved (3) automatic cycle control (patterned after the
Manchester B-tube) available within the PA routines which will reduce the need for using uninterpreted WWI instructions within an
interpreted program and which will generally facilitate programming
(4) th§handling of generali~ed decimal numbers (gdn) of the form
:z x ali x/o~i which enables the programmer to express numerical
data in Whatever form is best sui ted to the particular calculation.
I

Oomment:

The author has acted, in the main, as editor of this E-note. Sections have been written by Eric Mutch, John Frankovichs Frank Helwig
and Edwin Kepley The CS as a whole represents the wor1$: of many
people in the Scientific and Engineering Oomputation Group_ This
note is i~tended as a reference manual. not as an introductory
'. presentation of programming techniques and conventions, which will
be available later.
III
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A

Accumulator, 12
multiple register, 12, 16, 23
Address, 3, 4
absolute, 5, 7
assignment, 5, 8
current, 5, 6, 10
definite, 10
floating, 3, 4, 6, ~, 9, 10
indefinite, 10
relative, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9
temporary storage, 3, 4, 9
Ambiguities, 9
list of, II·
B

Block counter, 24
Buffer register, 9, 16, 17
C

Carriage return, 5, 8, 10
Characters
special, 25
Comma, 5, 9
Comparison register, 15
Constant syllables, 3
integers, 3
octal numbers, 3
operations, 3
Current address, 6, 7, 9
indicator, 5
Cycle control, 14, 17
count, 9, 15
decrease, 15
exchange, 15
increase, 15
reset, 15
D

Decimal point, 22
integers, 3
Definite address, 10
DITTO, 4, 10, 11
E

Equals sign, 5, 8, 9,.10
Exponents, 23

F

Fence, 4, 10
Floating address, 3, 4, 6, 7
assignment, 8, 9
Format, 23, 24
Frame, 23, 24
example of, 23, 24
G

Generalized decimal number, 8, 10)
13, 14
I

IN, 4, 10, 13
Indefinite address, 10
Index register, 15
Initial zero suppression, 22
In/ Out, 21
Input, 21
Integers, 3
decimal, 3
literal, 3, 9, 15, 16, 17
Interpreted operations, 3, 12,15,1
functions of, 19
Interpretive subroutines, 12
entry to, 13
exit from, 13
automatic asseinbly of, 17
L

Literal integers, 3, 9, 15, 16, 17
M

Magnetic tape units, 21
MOD, 4
Multiple-length number, 4
fixed point, 4
floating point, 4
Multiple register accumulator (MRA)
12, 16, ~
N

NOTPA, 4, 17
Number specimen, 21, 22
Number system, 4, 12, 21
indicator, 4
multiple-length, 4, 12,' 14
single-length, 4, 13, 14

-2-·

'Numeroscope, 21

o
Octal numbers, 3, 8
Operations, 3
interpreted, 3
WI, 3
Oscilloscope, 21
OUT, 4, 10, 13
Output, 21
equipment, 21
special words, 4
speeds, 21
P

PA, 4, ;1.2
PARAMETER, 4
Parametric syllables, 3
floating address, 4
preset parmeters, 3, 8, 9, 10
relative address, 4, 9
temporary storage, 4, 8, 9
Personal pargmeter, 3, 7, 8
Preset parameters, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10
personal, 3, 7, 8
subroutine, 3, 7, 8
universal, 3, 7, 8
Print, 21
Program, 3
Programmed Arithmetic, 12
Punches, 21
R.

Relative address, 3, 4, 5, 9
indicator, 5
Rules, 8, 9, 10, 11

Special output characters, 25
Special words, 4, 10, 11, 13
Speoimen number, 21, 22
START AT, 4, 9
i START AT, 4, 9, 10
Stem, 9, 10
Sub-blocks, 17, 18
burfer, 18
cycle count, 18
divide, 18
PA, 18
Subroutine, 5, 8
parameter, 3, 7, 8
interpretive, 12, 13
Syllables, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11
constant, 3
parametric, 3
T

Tab, 5, 8, 10, 24
storage, 3, 4, 8, 9
Terminating characters, 3,. 5
output, 23
Typewriters, 21
Tem~rary

u
Universal parameter, 3, 7, 8

v
Vertical bar, 5
VI

Words, 3
output, 4
program title, 4
special, 4

S

Z

Scale factors, 23
Single-length number, 4
fixed point, 4
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Introduction

. A program is an ordered sequence of words, written with the intention of
having it typed on paper tape in the (new) Flexo~ode and inserted in WWI by
the intermediary of the Comprehensive Conversion Program (COP).
A ~ is a finite ordered sequence of syllableso Normally all the syllables forming a word must be separated by a plus or minus sign, but plus signs
may be omitted wherever there is no danger of ambiguityo Details of this and
other rules governing the assembly of syllables will be given in Section 110
. Any word made up of one or more syllables must be followed by a terminating
character. There are four possible terminating characters giving four possible
ways in which the conversion program will treat the wordo These terminating
characters and their functions will be described 'in Section 110 A given word
is m~ningfU1, from the conversion programVs viev~oint only if the words, or
syllW;l.1e~, respectively, are chosen in a manner not contrary to any of the ruleso
Any'combination o~ words or syllables not forbidden by the rules will be accepted
by the conversion programo . Special words will .. be. described later in this section.
A single length word is represented .in WI by ~; ~16 binary digit array.
"\

Syllables may be divided into'two classes, namely, constant syllables
and parametric sYl:l~bleso The class of constant syllables includes operations, integers and 'octal numberso The class of parametric syllables
includes preset parameters, relative'address, temporary storage, and
floating addresso
Constant Syllables
Operations are of two kinds, namely, WWI orders and interpreted
orders. The WWI operations or orders (ca, cs,---slh, sIr, srh, etc.)
are described in detail in M-1624o The interpreted orders (i~a, ics,
etc.) will be found listed with their functions under Section IlIon
Programmed Arithmetic (PA)o'
Integers may be positive or negative decimal integers or the
literal integers, b or co The decimal integers used are 0, I, 2,---,
32767 with an impljcit factor of 2-15 and no decimal point The
literal integers serve a specific purpose which will be described
under Section IlIon PAc
0

Octal numbers are of the form doodld2d)d4d5 where d , the sign
digit, is either 0 or 1 and where dloood5 are the octal 8igits having
one of the values 0, 1, 29 )p 4, 5,6,7. A 10 indicates the start
of a negative octal numbe? the remaining digits being the sevens
complement of the absolute magnitude of 'the number. If an octal
number occurs as a syllable in a word, it must always be the first
syllable, ioeo only one octal number syllable can occur in any word.
An example of a positive octal number is 000457). In order to
-obtain the negative of this number one must change the 00 to 10 and
also get the sevens complement of the five octal digits following the
sign digitp thus the negative becomes 107)204. '
Parametric Syllables
Preset parameters are of the formC4l<:A2#~ whereC(l fs u, p or z
depending on whether the parameter is of the type universal (assigned
particular meaning and never used for anything else), personal (can
be used by anyone to mea~ anything desired) or subroutine (for parameter in subroutines) respectively; a2 is any letter of the alphabet
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except 0 and lp and # is' any decimal number of the form 1, 2, 3,
255, with initial zero suppressedo

000 ,

A relative addre'ss is one which is used for writing instructions
within a subroutine or within any block of instructions with addresses
relative to the start of the block (that is, as if the block started
in register zero)o Such relative addresses are obtained by including
an Itrlt in the address of the instruction, eogo ca 35r (which consists
of the three syllables ca + 35 + r)o
The single lower case letter Itt" indicates th~ zero-th register
of a block of temporary storage'o' It,s value must be assigned in the
same way as for a preset parametero See Section lIon preset parameters
0

A floating address is' one which enables a programmer to write
his instructions so that they ~efer to the words of his program and
not to the locations of those words in storage,o
,

+

Special Words
The following are different groups of speoial words:
titr~

TAPE, MOD, PARAMETER, suffixed by
additional information
Output words! TOA, FOR etco (See Section IV under Input/
Output) perhaps suffixed by add~tional
informatio~ and perhaps preceded by an i
Number system indicators: MULTIPLE, SINGLE, (m~n) where
m and n are integral numberso
: For details see Section III
under P~A •.
Entry to and'exit from PA routines: INt OUT*
Word called a fence: 111000/11 (ioeo 25 vertical bars)
Words: DITTO, START AT, i START AT, the last two of which
are suffixed by the, starting addres s
Denial of need for a PA interpretive routine: NOTPA,
Special words which are ignored~ LSR (library of subroutines),
END OF SUBROUTINE
Program

words:

The number system (mSln) indicates a number, m'-binary digits long with
the number of binary digits in the exponent of 2, and the number is of
the form ~= x o2Y where x is a mbinary digit number and y is ~ B binary'
digit numbero A single length number with a fixed point would be a (15,0)
number 0 An example ofa.single length floating point number would be (15,15)0
, ,An example of. a multiple-length number with a fixed point would be (30,0)
An example of a multiple-length number with a floating point is (30-j,j)
where l~ j
140 For a detailed description of multiple length numbers
see Se,ction IlIon PA" Single length numbers with fixed point are
adequately handled by the WWI operationso Multiple-length and,single
length floating point numbers are handled by the interpretive operations
for which see Section IlIon PAo
~

0

=

+

All special Words must be terminated by a tab or carriage returno ·
Only these Special vTords occupy storage' registers

0

"

IIo

Programing

Terminating Characters and their Functions
Any word made up of one or more ~yllables must be followed by a terminating
character There are four possible terminating characters giving four possible
ways i~ which the conversion program will treat the wordo
0

Tab (--~I) or
Carriage Return (~)

=

"",lOrd to be stored" indicator e This causes tQe
word to be stored in the register determined by
the current address indicator, unless the word is
preceded by an equals sien, for which see belowa

Vertical bar (I)

=

address assignment indicatoro This causes the "
current ~ddress indicator to be set to the value
corresponding to the preceding wordo Thus the
following word to be stored will be placed in the
register thus indicated regardless of consecutivitye

=

floating and/or relative address assignment indicator (see paragraphs on relative and floating
addresses below)

=

parameter assignment indicatoro This causes the
parameter immediately preceding the equals sign
to be set to the value follovling it (which will
be terminated by ~ tab or carriage return) 0 If
no word follows the equals sign (iDeo if the next
symbol is a tab or carriage return) the parameter
will be assigned the value zeroo

Equals sign (=)

. Absolute Addresses
At the sta~t of a program and at ~ny point"thereafter a decimal integer
follmved by a vertical bar (eogo 961) indicates the location into which the·
next word is to be placedo In the abse~ce of any further indication words will
be stored consecutively; in the absence 'of an initial indication words will be
stored consecutively starting in register 32 (decimal)o Note that this conversion program does not permit the USe of octal addressesa
Relative Addresses
Instructions within a subroutine-or within any block of instructions may be
written with addresses relative to the start of the blockG Such relative
addresses are obtained by including an "r tl in the addresso This causes the
content of a special register kno\vn as the relative address indicator (roaoi)
to be· added to the instruction during .conversion., The roaoio may be set at
the beginning of the block by the symbols Or, which cause it to be set to the
value of the current address--ioeo the address into which the next word will
be puto If an integer n precedes the letter r instead of the zero the roaoi.
will be set to a value equal to the current address minus the integer n; eogo
if the current address is 90 the symbols 5r~ will set the roa.i. to 850 Note
that a comma following a floating address will also set the roaoio (For details
see the following paragraph on floating addresseso) The current address indicator may be set to a desired relative value at any point in a program by punching
that value followed by the letter r and a vertical bar; eogo 35rt will cause the
next word to be stored in 35r regardless of consecutivityo

Floating Addresses
As already stated a flQating .ad.dress system is designed to enable a
to write his instructions so that they refer to the words of his
prog~am and not to the locations df those words in storage.

~programmer

For example, consider the following set of instructions with fixed addresses:
321
331

ca 41
ad 100
341 ts 41
351 ca·42
361 ad 100
371 ts·42
38 1 ca 43
391 ad 100
40 1 ts 43
411 ca 101
421 mr 102
431 ts 103
441 cp 32
Seven of these instructions refer to·the locations of other instructions within
the gr.oupo If any instructions (or words) were to be added to or deleted from
this set, a considerable amount of renumbering would be necessary, in generalo
A floating address system removes the need for.this,by labelling each word to
which reference is made by a floating address label. The floating address is
of the form 0( #, where q is any lower-case letter of the alphabet except 0 and
1, and where # is any integer of the form 1, 2, 3,000, 255 with initial zeros
suppressed 0 This floating address, without the comma, is then used as the
address section of any instruction which is to refer to the word so labelled.
Thus the above program might become:
ca
ad
ts
ca
ad
ts
ca
ad
ts
m9, ca
h5, mr
b2, ts'
. cp
f3,

m9
100

m9

h5
100

h5
b2
100

b2
101
102

103
f3

Note that floating addresses may be used in any order and that words referring
to a floating address may occur either earlier or later than the word labelled
by the corresponding floating addresso Thus insertions into or deletions from
such a program may be made without any renumbering or any alterations to the
existing words.
The current address is the address of the register into which the next
word will·goo If the next word occupies several registers, then this is the
address of the first register of the word. When a floating address is read,
the donversion program records it,together with the current address, as an
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entry in a special table. The word following is then stored away in the normal
manner--i.e. in the location specified by the current address. At a later stage
in the conversion--when all the information to be converted has been read--all
words referring to floating addresses have added to them the relevant entries
from this table'~. The letter and numb~r(s) forming a floating address may be
chosen at will (within the limits already set on floating address labels) but
care must be taken that the sum over all letters of the maximum numbers-, used
for each letter does not exceed ~55,(eogo if only floating addresses a3, a17,
d9, x3l, xlOO and~5 were used in a given program, the condition would be
satisfied because 17 + 9 + 100 + 5 = 131< 256).' The comma following a floating
address serves also as a reference for relative addresses which follow, by
setting the relative address indicator to the value of the current address indicator (c.a.i.).
EX8lDEles
(Absolute address)--?> 341
(Floating address)--~ g7,
(Relative
(Floating
..

address)---~
address)--~

,

4rf
a2,

ca g7'~_sp 73 ~-ts 2r cc:.-si 7a2~-+ 3
-.0055

(floating)
(absolute)
(relative)
(floating)

The words in this example would be converted to:
341
351
361
37j
38l
39
40 1
411

ca 35
sp 73
ts 37

... -

(contains +0)
(contains +0)

si 47
+3
-.0055

A word not itself labelled by a floating address may be referred to in floating
address fashion relative to a preceding or fo11m"ing word ,,,hich has a floating
address. Thus the word "si 7a2" in the above 'example refers to the seventh
word after the word with the floating address "a2 11 • The same word could be
referred to by the floating address 12g7. It is of interest to note in this
respect that a2 = 5g7 and g7 = -5a2 (+ is implicit between -5 and a2). Note
that no additions or deletions may be made between a word referred to by such
means and the word car~Jing the floa.ting address without a certain amount of
renumbering. Corrections may be made to words already labelled by floating
addresses, and to the words following them, by preceding each corrected word by
the relevant floating address terminated by a vertical bar instead of by a comma,
e.g.
g71 sp 72
la21 -.0065
would amend the second and last orders of the above example.
Preset Parameters
The three classes of preset parameters, (universal, personal, and subroutine) have already been mentioned in the introduction. A preset parameter
consists of two lower case letters followed by a decimal integer less than
256 but greater than zero. The second: letter may be any letter other than 0
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or 1. The first letter is used to distinguish the three classes of parameters p
ioeo u for universal parameter, p for personal parameter and z for subroutine
parameter
(Note that the letter s could not be used to indicate a subroutine
parameter o\ving to ,the fact that the conversion progra.m vTOuld confuse an sa
parameter with an sa 1-lWI operation, etc.) Care must be taken that the sum over
all parameter letter pairs of the maximum numbers used for each letter pair
must not exceed 40 (e.g. if only parameters pa2, za5, za7, pd7, zg4, ug6, ug8
and zzll were used in a given program, the condition would be satisfied because
2+7+7+4+8+11 = 39<41. If the single lower case letter "t" were used anYVlhere
in the program one more would have to be added to the sum which must not exceed
400 In the example given above if a "t" was used anywhere in the program the
,condition would still be satisfied since 39+1 = 40<41). A value may be assigned
to a preset parameter by a Hord consisting of the parameter follovTed by an
equa.ls sign and the value tO'be assigned terminated by a tab or carriage return.
After assignment any number of p~rameters may be added to or subtracted from
any word.', Preset parameters may be assigned values which depend on other preset
parameters. They may also be assigned values which depend on floating addresses.
Subroutine library tapes will begin with the symbols +LSR~ follovTed by the catalog nurriller and the title of the subroutine. After the title the v?rious parameters needed by the subroutine 'viII be listed, each follo,.red by an equals sign,
a stop character and a tab or carriage return. Thus, when copying a library
tape onto a program tape, parameter values may be inserted by hand each time the
Flexo\'lTi ter stops. If the value of any parameter is zero, nothing need be inser-ted and it is only necessary to restart the Flexowriter.
0

Examples" illustrating point Ip.ade above on preset parameters, follow:
um3=+3
ca71+um3
pm3=0.00020
/\ slr+pm3
zm3=rsO
zs2=pm3+um3
cs7-zm3
sirzs2

universal parameter
word becomes ca74
personal parameter
word becomes sir16
subroutine parameter
subroutine parameter
word becomes ca7 "',
word becomes s£r19

, I',

The value of a temporary storage parameter is assigned in the same way as
for a preset parameter; e.g. t=190 or t=pn3 or t=f3. To refer to a temporary
storage register in an instruction, the fourth for example, the symbols 3t are
used; e.g. ca3t.
Rules for, forming Hords out of syllables
1)

No other syllable may occur in a generalized decimal number but'the
generalized decimal number and the terminating chara~ter.i.~ generalized
decimal number is of the form ~dld2---dk.dk+l---dmx2 ixlo ~ where
O~~m~18 and ~i and~i are integers, signed if negative, otherwise not
signed, and such that the final number is restricted by the number
system indicated by the programmer.

2)

Only one octal, number syllable can occur in any vlOrd, i.e. the octal
number syllable must always be the first syllable.

,3)

A word, address assignment, parameter assignment, or floating address
assignment can be found by the sum formed by Ifspecialadd tt of
successive syllables contained in them. (Note that the value thus
obtained depends upon the sequence in which the syllables are written.)

p~

9

4) A plus or minus sign preceding a syllable, indicates that the value of
the syllable is to be multiplied by +1 or -1 respectively before being
added into the word value.
5)

A plus or minus sign should always be used when there is an ambiguity
in the meaning of a syllable or pair of syllables. (For examples of
ambiguities see list of ambiguities.)

6)

Rules concerning the use of single letters:
i)

t

is considered exactly as a preset parameter, and is usually
used to indicate the zero-th register of a block of temporary
storage registers.

i1)

b

has the value of the address of the buffer storage register·
in PA routines.

iii)

c

adds a value to the word sufficient to change an interpreted
instruction into a cycle count interpreted instruction and
should be used only with its, iex, ica, ics, iad, isa, imr,
idv, isp.

Iv)

r

is the relative address and is given a value each time a comma
occurs.
r = current address ~ stem.
A word containing the terminal character ",11 and at most one
floating address syllable and one integer syllable, is called
a floating address assignment, e.g. "7g9,". The stem of a
floating address assignment or parameter assignment is the
integer (if it exists) which precedes the lower case letter
in the floating address assignment or parameter assignment.
In the example above (7g9) 7 ~s the stem.

7)

Whenever a "," occurs, the floating address in the floating address
assignment is set equal to the current address less the stem.

8)

Whenever an "=" occurs, the parameter in the parameter assigriffient is
set equal to the following word less the stem.

9)

A starting address ~ord consists of a START AT or i START AT, suffixed
by any word, i.e. 'the starting address including a tab or carriage
return.
.
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Rules for forming a program out of words
1)

A fence (at least 25 vertical bars) must occur initially and terminally
in a program.

2)

The initial word of a program will go into the initial register of
storage (i.ee register 32) and successive words will go into successive
registers unless an address assignment is made. An address assign~ consists of constant (except octal numbers) and/or parametric
syllable(s) followed by a vertical bar. ,A definite address is one
where the value is explicitly known. An indefinite address is one
which depends upon floating addresses or parameters, i.e. only implicitly known. The current address is said to be indefinite, following
an indefinite address assignment, andiS said to be definite as soon as
a definite address assignment is made; but is called indefinite again
if another indefinite address assignment is made. If an address assignment (definite or indefinite) is made, the word following such an
address will go into the register indicated by the address assignment.
(Note that in the case of a definite address assignment the current
address is given directly, whereas in the case of an indefinite address
assignment the current address may be found indirectly). If no initial
address assignment is made; the current address is considered to be
definite.

3)

No floating address assignments may be made while the current address
is indefinite.

4) The special word "i START AT" must occur just before the last word.
5)

Titular special words usually occur immediately after the initial
fence, but may occur anywhere.

6)

A fence must occur both before and after any output or titular special
liard.

7)

A 'Word containing the terminal character "=" and at most one parameter
syllable and one integer 5,Yllable, is called a
eog. "SpcIO=". The word following a parameter
stem of the parameter assignment, is the value
parameter. For example, if the '-lord following
assignment is ? (i.e. 5pcI0=7), then pclO=7-5,
that the parameter is assigned the value 2.

8)

parameter assignment,
assignment, less the
given to the indicated
the above parameter
which says in effect

A generalized decimal number will be converted to the number system

indicated by the last preceding number system indicator~ i.e. SINGLE
means that the number will be converted to the (15,0) system, and
~ruLTIPLE to the system determined by the preceding (m,n), otherwise
to (15,0).
9)

10)

Words occupy one register of storage, generalized decimal numbers
registers, output special words and IN and OUT one register
each. No other kinds of words occupy any register of storage.

~+~15

The special "lOrd DITTO, followed by a tab (--71)' or carriage return (ilJ
must be preceded 'by a word or generalized decimal number and followed
by an address assignment. The word or generalized decimal number preceding the DITTO will'be ditto'd up to but not including the address
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indicated; e.g. ~3ITOJwOuld cause the word or ge~eralized decimal
number preceding DITTO, to be stored in the registers up to but ~
including 131.
11)

The special words LSR..;.-, END OF SUBROUTINE-, OCTAL--, and DECIMAL--,·
including all words that follow these special words up to tab or
carriage return are ignored by the conversion program. (One result
is that octal addresses are not permitted).

12)

A parameter must be assigned before it is used.

List of common ambiguities
cJ.c VB
sLe VB
aol VB
bol VB
sol vs

clo, write
sIc, write
aOl,
bOl, write
sOl, . write

01+c .- if the floating address c1 is meant
II
n
a
sl+c
sl n ..
"

write a1}
bl
51

.

i.e. initiaf zeros must be suppressed
.
.'

Same ambiguities of the conversion program are not obvious to the programmer.
In particular, single letters may not be written without preceding and following
it .by a plus or minus sign; e.g. not tca, but !t!ca
not imrtc, but imr,!t!c
To avoid difficulties always use a+ between two syllables. The + may always be
omitted between function letters and the next syllable.
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III. ' Programmed Arithmetic
Number Systems and Preliminary Definitions

.
,

In the following discussion we sh~ll frequently refer to (m,n) numbers
where (m,n) = (30,0) or (15,15) or (30-j ,j), j = 1, 2, •• ~, 14. We nO\-1 define
these numbers.

(i) A (30,0) nurrber is a 30 digit binary number

\-lit~the binary point at the
lef.t-hand end ,of the number. Such numb~rs are stored in two consecutive
registers, say q and q+l, with the' most ,significant' par~ of the number
being contained in register q. We shall refer to this nUmber as "the
(30, 0) number contained in "location" q'. II
'

(ii)

(iii)

A (15,15) number is a number which has been expressed in the form
c..= x·2Y
where x is a 15 binary digit number such that 1/2 =.., x ~ 1 ~r x=O and y is
a 15 binary digit integer. Such numbers are stored in two consecutive
registers, say q and q+l. The number x is stored in register q and the
number y is stored in register q+l. We shall refer to this number as the
(15,15) number contained in "location" q.
A (30~J~j), j = 1, 2, ••• , 14 number is a'number which has been expressed
in the form
)
~ = x.2Y
where x is a 30- j binary digit number such that 1/2 -=. xL.. 1 or x=O and y
is a j-digit binary integer. Such numbers are stored in two consecutive
registers, say q and q+l. The 15 most significant digits of x are stored
in register q and the 15-j leastsignificant~ digits of x are stored in
the right-hand 15-j digits of register q+l. The integer y is stored in
the left-hand j digits of register q+l. The sign digit of register q+l
refers to the sign of y. We shall refer to this number as the (30-j,j)
number contained in "location" q.

On the basis of the above definitions it should be noted that ordinary
calculations on 'tontJI are in the (15,0) number system. (30,0) and (15,0) numbers
shall be Ief~red to as fixed (binary) point numbers. (15,15) and (30-j,j)
numbers shall be referred to as floating (binary) point numbers.
Interpretive Subroutines
(m,n) interpretive subroutines
shall mean a particular group of coded
programs whose purpose is to facilitate computation using (m,n) numbers. These
enable the programmer to write coded programs using (m,n) numbers which are in
many ways analogous to ordinary t~~I coded (15,0) programs. Such programs, when
called into action, take "interpreted instructions" (more strictly, program
parameters written as instruGtions) one at a time from consecuitve storage
registers and perform the designated Single address operations as defined by
the interpreted instruction code. (For a complete list of interpretive operations and their functions see end of Section III.)
A multiple register accumulator (~ffiA) is used in place of the AC in many
interpreted instructions. The MRA is not a special register as is the AC, but
rather is a group of 3 ordinary storage registers contained within the interpretive subroutine.
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to and Exit from Interpretive Subroutines

Entry to the interpretive subroutine is acc<;:>mplished by means of the (15,0)
Hord IN. Thi S Hord is changed int.o a (15,0) sp instruction by the G S ~lhich .
transfers control from the program to the proper register in the interpretive
subroutine. The instructions following the vJorc1 IN are then performed as interpreted instructions, e.g.
321 IN
331 iad52
iC a
341

.. ...

50J Th·
progrsn erms
locations 50 and 52
f

l.S

th.e stm

0

f tOh e (m,n) numbers in

Exit from the interpretive subroutine 1s accomplished by means of an interpreted instruction sp. In this partleular case the interpreted ~ns~r~ctionlsp)
and the (15,0) Will instruction) sP, hnve the sane binary value. As a.n example "Ie
have
321 IN

331 ica5Q
341 iad52

~~: ~:, ::J(15 .o):\~ operatiO:
0· •

1s resumed at register

60

• ••

Since it is frequently desired to resume (1;,0) WWI operation at the register follo\ling the interpreted sp the special word OUT has been included in
the conversion vocabulary., If p is the re~i.ster containing the word OUT, then
the special word is converted to an sp(p+l). The previous example can now be
1vritten as
'

321 mo
331 ica50
341 iad60
351 OUT
361 oa 100

(15,0)

mf.[

operation is resumed at register 36.

Generalized Decimal Numbers
Several words are included in the OS to facilitate the insertion of'
(m,n) numbers into tbe computer.
The most general decimal number which oan be converted and stored by the
OS. ~las the f orm
~
['
! dld2 ••• dk.dk+l ••• dm x 2 x 10
Such numbers are first converted by the COP into the integer
.:!: dld2 ••• dk ••• dm•
The associated (exponent: of 2 1s ~ and the as~oeiated exponent of 10 is
b - m + k. This result is then furtller processed in accordance with the last
special vlord (m,n) which appears in the program. This special 'Word causes the
conversion program to convert all subsequent generalized deoimal numbers into
(m,n) numbers unless it is superseded by another speoialvord (m2,n2)~ In the
case of (30,0), (15,15) and (30-j,j) numbers the components of the number are
stored in consoecutive registers. The special word (15,0) gives us of course a
single register number.
°
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As an example, to store the (24,6) numbers 2 and 5 in consecutive locations
write
(24,6)
321 +2.
341 +5.
but 341 is not necessary.
It should be emphasized here that all generalized decimal numbers must
contain at least a sign and a decimal point.
Two applications of the special word (m,n) are handled by the use of
further special words.
The first of these is the special word SINGLE. All generalized decimal
numbers, converted after this word appears ina program,are converted to (15,0)
numbers.
.
The second of these is the sp~cial word MULTIPLE. All generalized decimal
numbers,converted after this word appears in a program)are converted to (ml,nl)
numbers, where (mf,nl) is the last special word (m,n) which appears on the tape.
It should be noted that the word :HULTIPLE in a tape will be redundant unless the
special word SINGLE occurs between it and the last (m,n) on tape.
An example of the use of these words is
(24,6)
'3Z1 +2.}
) numbers
.341
+5. Converted as (
24,6
SINGLE
'361
+.2 '} Converted as (
) numbers
37.1 +.5
15,0
MULTIPLE
,3~1 .+5.
+2.} Converted as' ( 24, 6) numbers
,40"1
It is assumed for the most part that a generalized decimal number is of a
magnitude cOmffiensurate with the number system into which it is being converted.
If the number is not commensurate with the number system, an alarm may occur
or an incorrect number occurs.
Cycle Control
The cycle control block of an interpretive subroutine is designed to .
facilitate the writing of cyclic programs and to permit a certain amount of
"red tape" to be handled in the interpretive mode.
The heart of the cycle control block is the cycle control register pair.
This isactuBll~two storage registers located in the interpretive subroutine.
These registers are called the index register, whose contents is "a;'and the com.
. t er,wh OSe cant ent s lS
· ''h"•
parlson
regls
The following interpreted instructions are now defined:
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Int. Inst.
icr m (cycle
reset)
ict

y

(cycle
count)

,Function
Set the index,register to +0 and the cornpar1son,;register. to
+m.
Incr'ea~e

the i1dex rE3gister
-. O. If the
the instruction in register
igno~e this instruction and

I I a+ll - I b,

by one and form the quantity
quantity is) a interpret next
y,' If the qUantity is = -0,
reset, the index register to +0.

If now one of the interpreted instructions ca,cs, ad, su, mr, dv, t~, ex,
sp is'written in the form
ixy 100 c
or
ixy 100 + c
the interpretive subroutine first forms the instruction
ixy (100 + 2a)
and then executes this instruction. The quantity 100 + 2a is formed instead of
100 + a since we 'deal mainly with arithmetic operations on 2 register numbers.
This procedure is best explained by a simple example. Suppose we wish to
transfer the (24,6) numbers in 100, 102, 104, and 106 to registers 200, 202,
204, 206. We could then write
,I

...

, 321 icr 4
Set up for four cycles
a :;: a" 1, 2, 3
33/ ica 100 c Pick up 0 (100 + 2a)
a = 0, 1, 2, 3
341 its .200 c Store in 200 + 2a
Go thru 4 cycles.
35 i~t 33
1

Since it will not always be desired to operate on (m,n) numbers stored in
locations we now define the following interpretive instructions

conse~~tive

Int. Inst.

Function

ici m (cycle
increase)

Increase the contents of the index register by +m

icd m (cycle
decrease)

Decrease the contents of the index register by +m

As an example of the use of the ici, let us write a program which transfers
the (24,6) numbers in registers 100, 104, 108 and 112 into registers 200, 204,
208, and 212. We have'
321
331
341
351
361

icr 8
ica 100 c
its 200 c
ici 1
ict.33

Set up for '4 cycles
Pick up 0(100 + 2a)
a = 0, '2, 4, 6
Store ~n 200 + 2a
a = 0, 2, 4, 6
Increase contents of index register by 1
Go thru 4 cycles

Since most programs usually contain cycles within cycles, the following
interpretive instruction, which effectively permits one to use more than one
cycle control register pair, is added to our code to enable these more complicated programs' to be treated effectively.
Int. Inst.

Function

icx y (cycle
exchange)

Exchange the contents of the index, register ,,,i th C: (y) and
exchange the contents of the comparison register with C(y+l)
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To i11ustrate the use of this instr~ction, suppose that it is desired to
form four scalar products. There are ,two sets, each with four four-dimensional
vectors. The coefficients of each vector are. (24,6} numbers~. The coefficients
of the first set of four vectors are stored in four blocks wnose addresses
start with 100, 108, 116 and 124. The coefficients ot e~ch vector are stored
. in· one block. The coefficients of the second set of fo~ vectors are stored in
four blocks \-lhose addresses start with 200; '208, 216 and' 224.. Scalar products
will be formed with the first vector of the 'first set and the first vector of
the second set; the second vector of the first set and, the second vector of the
second set; etc. It is desired to store the results of the. four scalar products
in a block starting with address 300. Register 400 is a register used to store
the temporary sum. The instructions are as follo\OIS:
321
331
341
351
361
371 .
3S1
391

icr
icx
icr
icx
icr
iea

its
icx
ica
imr
iad
its

L"OI

411
42)
431
441
45
46/
47/
l{oSI
49/
501

lCl

icx
ict
:ic:x:

~ll

ie8.

its
ict

16 )
60
4 }
70
4
51 ;)
400
60
100
200
490
400
1
60
39
70
400
300 c}
35

~}

Set up for 16 cycles
Set up' for 4 cycles
Set up for ,4 cycles
Clears register 400

r

--

.'/

L/

.

. C

../("; f r

'.

I'

l>l

I

I',/,"",}

,

a = 0, 1, 2, 3
Forms scalar product
, Increase index register by 1
Go through 4 cycles
Stores sqalar
product
,J"
Go through 16 cycles

+.0

Finally, the fol10'l,..ri:ng interpret~d instructions are added to facilitate the·
handli'n g of "red tape" "lhile in the interpretive mode
Int. Inste

Function

iat,y (add and
transfer)

Add the contents of the index regis~er to the C(y) and store
the result in the index register and register y.

iti y (transfer Transfer tbe right 11 digits of the index register into the
index digits) right 11 digits of register y.
These instructions primarily serve as a means of transferring the contents
of the index register into a given storage regist~r. Since the icr, ici and icd
instructions enable one to set and change the contents of the index register,
this register can be looked upop as an interpretive analogue of the single
length, fixed point AC, with iti analogous to td, etc.
The Buffer Register
Although 2 register are used to store a (30-j,j) number, 3 registers are
used for the }~A to avoid the time consuming operation of packing the last l5-j
digits of the number and the j digits of the exponent into a single register
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after each interpreted instr.uction. A further advantag'8 is gained
sequence of arithmetlc operations is performed t+sing 30 digits for
and 15 digits for the exponent. This provides in effect a (30,15)
results of computation are combined into (30-j,j) number only "then
~s stored by the instructionsLts andl-ex.
,
,

in that any
the nurnber
system. The
the C(~ffiA)

The buffer register can be used in 8,ny qf the :i,nstructiQns
icab, icsb, itsb, iexb, iadb, isub,

irr~b

In all of these cases "b" should be considered'to represent a 3 register (30 r 15)
location. Each of the instructions is then carried out as the corresponding
instruction in a (30,15 ) interpretive subroutine ,",ould be carried out.
It should be emphasized that the above words represent the complete vocabulary 8-vajlable using the buffer symbol b.
The buffer can be used to store intermediate ;results ~ri a cyclic program
and thus roundine off can be avoided nntt1 after the final cycle.
AutomE~tic

Assembly of Interpretive Subroutines
~

Interpretive subroutines for computation in the (30,0), (15,15) and (30-j,j)
number systems have been incorporated into the CCP in such a '.Jay that the type
of subroutine and the features of this subroutine which are called for by the
progtarnner in thA process of 'hTriting his program ?ore automatically punched out
on 5-56 tape.
The kind of interpretive subroutine se:Lected by the CCP will be determined
by the vE:'_lue of the last (m,n) appearine on tape, e.g. if this is (30,0), the
(~C,()) j_nterpretive subroutine "lill be selected.' The corresponding (m,n) subroutine :i.s 7.;hen punched out onto paper tapc:if a,1Y , interpretive inst,,,,,,,-,+,-j O1l, i=::'i',
"J.,:,; 1c:r~:::<~, in the program.
Hm"rever, the special llord :NCTPA (,.,rhich I:1GLll1;" l~'O'T Pr~)L).",:;F;~:t:::,K~
A:.'::,~',;L~(-:"!~;~~'c)
appearing anyuhere on the tape overrides the effect of \.Jr~t tine t.he
int8rpl'stive instructions and generalized numbers, and no PA subroutine is 8.utoI"!at.ically selectod. NefP! is used if a programmer ,·lishes to convert (m,n)
numbers c,Ed use an interpretive subroutine which is not part of the CCP or net
to '~~s (:~ :-:;.ny interpretive subroutii1e.
Particular interpret=ive subroutines, are further specialized in accordance
uith the uords appearing in a program. If the single letters b or c are used
in c~ny of tbe instructions in the program, then the corresponding buffer and
cycle control subblocks in the particular FA selected are punched out. If these
letters are not :used the corresponding subblocks are not punched out. Similarly,
if an idv instruction 'is used 'in a program, the division subblock is ptmched out.
These specializations are made so that parts of the subroutine '\,Thich are not used
'VIill not be read into storage.
The interpretive subroutines are automatically stored by the CCP in a block
of registers endlne in register 1056.' The initial address of the block is found
by adding up the lengths of the several subblocks punohed 6ut and subtracting
the result from +1057.
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A table of subblocks and their lengths follows:

Subbl 00k
(30-j ,j)
PA
Buffer
PA
Cycle Count
Divide

Words necessBrY_ on. t a.p,e f or read i n
...

: :::

final
final
final
final

L ene'th

.-

(30-j,j), 'b
(30-j ,j), ixy
(30-j,j), c
(30-j ,j) , idv

39
199
,

(15,l5)
PA

PA

Cycle ,Count
Divide

(30,0)
PA

FA
Cycle Count

final (15,15), 'by
final (15,15), c
final (15,15) , idv
final (30,0), ixy
. fina;I. (30,0), 0

-"

57
26
113
57
9

135
57
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Interpretive Operations and their functions
Interpreted Instruction

Function

ica<Wy
Clear the MRA and add into it . the (m,n) number in
(* refets to footnote and
location y.
!s not part of' the instruction)
ics~y
Clear the ~mA and subtract from it the (m,n)
number in locationy.
iad*y
Add the (m,n) number in the MRA to the (m,n)
number in location y and leave ~he sum in
the MR.A.
S ubtra_ct'.- from the (m;n) number in the MR.A the
isu'7
(m,n) number in location y and leave the
difference in the MRA.
iror*y
Hultiply the (m,n) number in the MRA by the (m,n)
number in loc~tion y·and leave the product
in the MR.A.
idv*+y
Divide the (m,n) number in the MRA by the (m,n)
number in location y and leave the quotient
in the MR.A.
Transfer the (m,n) number in the MRA to location y.
its¥y.
iex*y
Exchange the (m,n) number in the ~mA with the (m,n)
number in location y.
isp*y
Interpret next,the instruction in register y.
Resume (15·,0)' WI operation at register y.
sp Y
icp'*y
If the (m,n) number in the MRA is negative interpret
next the instruction in register y;' if positive,
ignore th~s instruction.
.
Transfer the address p+l into tpe- right 11 digits
ita*y
of register y, leaving the left 5 digits
unchangad;p being the address of the isp or
icp most recently interpreted.
Cycle Reset--set the index register to +O.and the
icr m
comparison register to +m.
ict y
Cycle Count--increase the indeXregiS1er by one
and form the quantity a+ll- jb I -0. If
.
this quantity is >0, interpret next the
instruction in register y. If the quantity
is =-0, ignore this instruction and reset the
index register to +0.
Cycle Increase--increase the contents of the index
ici m
register by +m.

II

Th~s

interpretive operation is analogous to the (15,0) WWI operation obtained
by dropping the initial i from the letter triple which designates it. The
binary equivalent of the .interpretive operation will not however be equal
to the binary equivalent of the corresponq.ing (15,0) mil operation.
+

Not available on (30,0).
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icd m
icx y

.iat y

iti y

Cycle Decrease--deorease the contents of the index
register by +m.
Cycle Exchaoge--exohange the contents of the index
register with the contents of register y and
exchange the contents of the comparison register \-/ith" the contents of register y+l.
Add and transfer--add the contents of the index
register tp the contents of register y and
s~ore the result in the index register and
register y.
Transfer index digits--trapsfer the right 11 digits
of the index register into the right 11 digits
of register y.
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IV ..

INPUT/otrrPlJr

Introduction
The output media currently available for use with the In/Out ro~tine consist of typewriters, punches, oscilloscopes and magnetic tape units. The latter
may be used to record data for subsequent print out ona magnetic typewriter
or as auxiliary storage devices. The oscilloscope may be used in any of three
ways:
a) as a ~ plotting instrument
b)

to display information in binary form

c)

as' a nu.rneroscope displaying alphabetical or digital characters
(i.e. "alphanumeric" characters) in any desired layout.

Following are the relative speeds of the several media for recording alphanumeric characters and also their characters/line limits:
a)

Typewriter

8 characters/sec.

160 characters/line max.

b)

Scope

150 characters/sec.

64 characters/line max.

c)

Magnetic·Tape - to be used with Magnetic Typewriter
250 characters/sec.. 90 characters/line max.

The In/Out routine is called into ~se by three upper case letters. The
firstUspecifies the equipment to be used, the second states whether information
is to be fed into or out of the computer and the third specifies the type of
information. The letters used are the initial letters of the following words:
~.

12rum
Magnetic Tape
funch
§cope
TYPewriter
Beader

Alphameric (alphanumeric)
£!inary
Qurve

Examples of In/Out Instructions
TOA will print alphameric characters on. the typewriter
SOC will display a curve on the scope
.
MIB will transfer binary information into the computer from magnetic tape.
A typical example of an output instructi~n is
iTOA+p123.l234sx2llx10When the In/Out routine is called upon, it will handle the word currently
in the AC or MRA. When a nUmber expressed in any number system other than
(15,0) is to be dealt with, the calling-in letters must be preceded by the
lower case letter i so that the number will be J:n,terpreted. Thus iTOA will
call in the output routine to print the contents of the MRA on the typewriter.
At present, the following number systems are available; (JO-n,n) with scale
factor, (30-n,n) without scale factor, (15,0) with scale factor, (15,0) '\-lith
binary point at extreme left, (15,0) with binary point at extreme right.
When the In/Out routine is required to print, display, or punch a number,
the calling-in letters must be follolved by a specimen number of the following
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'general form, where the numbers in pt:trentheses refer to paragraphs below:

, :!:oG### ••• #
(1) (2)

9

J# .•• # ~j. x 2<Y'i x

(3)

(4)

(5)

lOJi
(5)

The components of the number have the follo,.ring meanines: (Note tha.t in
the following description the word "print" is used to mean print, punch or display, depending' upon the medium previously selected).

(1)

+

= print the number preceded by its sign

-

= print the number preceded by its sign if the number is negative, otherwise just print the number

Sign',= print the number with no sign
omitted)
note:

By "omitted" we mean that nothing at all is written.
that the word "omitted" is written.

(2)

(~ is a lower case letter)
(By initial zeros we mean initial zeros at the left of the decimal point.)

IfoL.. is i
If 0( is p
If~

We d,o

~

mean

initial zeros are ignored in printing and the first significant
digit of the number is printed on the extreme left of the column.
,

initial zeros are ,£rinted as spaces.

is omitted initial zeros are printed.

If 0{. is n

the number is normalized before printing, e.g., all numbers are
multiplied by such a power of 10 that the first non-zero significant digit will always be in the same relative position with
respect to the decimal point. This cannot be used with (15,0)
output.
i

The actual digits of the numerical part of the specimen number are immaterial; they merely serv~ to indicate the number of digits which the programmer desires to have printed on each side of the decimal point. Thus
iTOA + p347.62l0s x 2-3 x 105 would indicate that the programmer wanted 3
digits to the left and 4 digits to the right of the decimal point and the
numbers would be printed in the form ### .####. However, if 0(, is n' the number
would be printed in the form ###.####xlOu which is the normalized case.
(3)

If a decimal point is indicate~,

it will be printed in the position
indicated.

If a decimal point is omitted,

none will be printed.
in printing integers.

This is used

If a decimal point is replaced by r, no decimal point will be printed but
the r indicates where a decimal point
would have' b;een placed had there been
one.
The latter facility would be of practical use in the case of decimal
fractions' in which it is desired to save printing time by omitting decimal
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Unless ~ indicates .§
~entire number will be

points.
!!!! !:,

decimal point 2E. replaces ~ decimal point .£t
treated !lll though it ~ !!! integer.

(p is a'lower case letter)

(4)

The s,ymbo1(s) ~i specifY the character(s) with which the printed number
is to be terminated:
'
If"~1

is s

we get one §.pace

If'

~i

is ss

we get t'tvo .§pace s

If

~i

is sss

we get three

If

~i

is ssss

we get four §Paces

If

~i

is c

we get a sarriage return

~aces

If ~i is t

we get a ]:ab

If

~i

is omitted

ve get no terminating character

If

~i

is r

we get format, i.e., the terminating character will be
determined by the layout section of the In/Out routine which
is in turn controlled by the Format Specification. (See
paragraph on Format Specification)

(5)

= 0, d = O.

a)

If the number is to be printed as a decimal fraction, then ~

b)

If the nurr.ber is to be printed as a. decimal integer, ,then t?f= 15, ~ = o.

c)

Every factor ~ be preceded by a lower case x.
rl

dl

d) Any number of factors may be utilized, i.e., 2' x 10
. with the follo\~ing restriction: ~~L I ~~ ~ 127

I

,

)

,l

,

J2

x 10

~2

x 2

etc.

e)

Hhenever a factor such as 2. {( or 10 J" has a zero exponent, that factor may
be omitted.

f)

If any factor has an exponent of 1, the 1 may be omitted.

g)

The exponents ~ i,

ri

are signed if negative, and not signed if positive.

Examples of the use of output instructions in the (30~n,n) syste~ follow:
ex 1:

Let the MR.A contain the octal number 0.6277574516 with an exponent of 15
(octal) •
Thus the number = 0.6277574516 x 215 (octal)
,
This is equivalent to +.796812369 x 213 and to +.652748693 x 104(decimal).
Let the output order be iTOA +: nl.2345678c
Then the typewriter would print out+6.5274869/+03~ where the number at
the left of the slash is decimal and the number at the right is its
exponent of 10. Thus the.number is actually +6.5274869 x 103 •

ex 2:

Let the MRA contain the octal number 1.1500203261 with an exponent of 15
(octal).
Thus' the number = 1.1500203261 x 215 (octal).
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This is equivalent to -.796812369 x 213 and t·o -.652748693 x 104 (decimal):
Let the output order beiSOA .. 12.3456s x 10-5
Then the I scope "lould display ..00.0652 sp. (see note below) where sp.
means that a spac~ is provided feral the tscope.
,note: At present no provision· is made for rounding off to -00.0653.
In/Out Order Repeated
A specimen number need not be designated each time the In/Out routine ·is
called in. If the calling-i~ letters are not follovled by anytl?-ing, then the
In/Out routine will provide exactly the same setup as it furnished for the
last In/Out specification. By exactly ~he same we mean that if one wrote iSOA .
following an iTOA + i12.345s x.2-4 x lO , he would automatically get
iTOA + i12. 345 s x 2-4 x lOb. If the progrannner wants the ··same In/Out order as
the last one except for the calling-in letters, he ~ write out the In/Out
order in its entirety.
•
Format Specification
The In/Out routine contains a layout section which may be set by the special
word:
FORo(x~xo

a)

this word must precede any output order for which it·is·to be used

b)

the entire word FORNAT may be written instead of FOR, i f desired

c)

eX..

d)

numbers 0<.. ,

e)

Bfrepreeeptsdth~ number pf spacesbhetweentwards7 (maximum is 6)
I a t.au l.S eSl.red bet.ween ~ords t: en se' t' =
·
({ represents the number of words per block ( typewriter)
~ represents the number of wor<Is per frame ('scope)

f)

represents the·nwnber of wqrds/line.
~,o

(maximum is 15)

should be separated by lower case x

,".

, .

The maximum ";I is 511. However, if the programmer has· more .than 511 words
to beprihted,_ the block counter becomes automatically reset after each block
is completed •
.ex 1:

Let us suppose that ·the programmer wishes to type 2500 words in blocks
of 400 •. If he specifies that?J::;: 400, then he 'will automatically get 6
blocks of 400 words each and a seventh block of 100 words. The blocks
'viII be separated by 2 carriage returns. In order to get t.p.e final 100
words as a separate block one must heed·the following note.
Note: provision is made for one automatic carriage return at the
beginning of the Format routine and two at the end of a block. However,
the programmer should provide carriage return~at the end of his printout if that doesn 't ·coincide with the end of a block. This carriage
return order is desc.ribed in the· Special Characters section.

ex 2:

Let us consider ex. 1 if the scope were being· used instead of the typewriter. The only difference ·is the restriction on the number of lines
per frame which is 36. However, if the programmer requested 8 wordS/line,
400 lineS/block, he would get 288(8x36) words on one frame and 112(400-288)
words on the next frame since provision is made for automatic indexing at
the end of 36 lines and at the end of a block. Thus the programmer would.
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get altogether 6. frarnes of 288 words' each, 6 frames 'of 112 "lords each
and one frame of lOG words. HO\-Tever, the rast frame of 100 words will
be obtained only if the follouing note ....is heeded.
Note: The progranuner ~ provide -the order FR.ANE in .order to index the
camera at the end of any particular display since it is unlikely tha.t
the end of a display will coincidevlith the filling up of a frame or the
end of a block. An automatic index is provided at the beginning of the
display routine.
Specia~

Characters

a) One may obtain a -, +, •., ~. (space), t ( tab y, c (carriaee return ) at
any time by merely using the call-in letters followed by anyone of the
above six.
exs:

TOA + gives a + on the typewriter
SOA c gives a carriageretur~ on the Iscope

b) The order COL continues the tscope display in the next column, at the
top of the frame.
The order FR.A takes a picture, and sets the camera up for the next
frame.
One may use the entire word COLUHN, FRAME instead of COL, FRA respectively·
but all letters must be upper case. ".
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v.

Conclusion

.At present the OS is entirely on paper tape. Strides have been made in
the dir~ction of replacing some of the paper tapes with magnetic tapes. The
latter transition will depen~ to a considerable extent upon the availability
of magnetic tape units. At present only one magnetic tape unit is available
wherea~ it is considered that three tape units is the optimum number for the
efficient use of the CS. It is planned to store the CS permanently in the .
magnetic drum'as soon as the drum is available. Post-mortems (PM) and Mistake
Diagnosis (MD) routines will be incorporated into the OS in the near future.
As soon as new In/Out routines are prepared, they will be incorporated into
the CS.

Signed

~1:c~-

Signed---.-..-·C.......".......d~.~~.
~.,....---·E.~

Approved~_-...,.---o:ttv:;.......;;....·_._d._._'_ _ _ _ _ __
c. W. Adams.
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decimal, 3
literal, 3, 9, 15, 16, 17
Interpreted operations, 3, 12,15,l~
functions of, 19
Interpretive subroutines, 12
entry to, '13
exit from, ,13 .
, automatic assembly of, 17

L

Literal integer.s, 3, 9, 15, 16, 17
M

Magnetic tape units, 21
MOD, 4
Multiple-length number, 4
fixed point, 4
floating point, 4
Multiple register accumulator {MRA~
,
12, 16, 2
N

NOTPA, 4, 17

Number specimen, 21, 22
Number system, 4, 12, 21
indicator, 4
multiple-length, 4, 12,"14
single-length, 4, 13, 14

-2Numeroscope, 21

o
Octal numbers, 3, 8
Operations, :3
interpreted, 3
WI, 3
O~c'illoscope, 21
OUT, 4, 10, 13
Output, 21
equipment,' 21
special words, 4
sJ)eeds, 21
P

PA, 4, ;1.2
PARAMETER, 4
Parametric syllables, 3
floating address, 4
preset parmeters, 3, 8, 9, 10
relative address, 4, 9
.temporary storage, 4, 8,·.9
Personal parameter, 3, 7, 8
. Preset parameters , 3, 7, 8', 9, 10
personal, 3, 7, 8
subroutine, 3, 7, 8
universal, 3, 7, ~
Print, 21
Program, 3
Programmed Arithmetic, 12
Punche s, .21

Special output characters, 25
,Special words, 4, 10, 11, 13
Specimen number, 21, 22
START AT, 4, 9
i START AT, 4, 9, 10
Stem, 9, 10
Sub-blocks, 17, 18
burfer, 18
cycle count, 18
divide, 18
PA, 18
Subroutine, 5, 8
parameter, .·3, '7, 8
interpretive, 12, 13
Syllables, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11
constant, 3
parametric, 3
T

Tab, 5, 8, 10, 24
Temporary storage, 3, 4, 8, 9
Terminating characters, 3, 5
output; 23
Typewriters, 21

u
Universal parameter, 3, 7, 8

v
Vertical bar, 5

R

Relative address, 3, 4, 5,9
indicator, 5
Rules, 8, 9, 10, 11

Words, 3
output, 4
program title, 4
special, 4

S

Scale factors, 23
Single-length number, 4
fixed point, 4
floating' point, 4

Zero suppression, 22
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SUBJECT:

POLICY ON OUTSIDE USERS OF WHmLWIND I,

To:

Applications Group Staff

From:

Co W. Adams

Date:

September 29, 1952

Abstract':

Computer time assigned to the Scientific and Engineering
Applications Group tor use in general purpose work will be
strictly accounted for. Much of this time will be made
available to outside users without charge if they will program their own problems and submit adequate written reports
on their work. Assignment of time to individual users will
be made by an Allocation Panel, composed of laboratory staff
members,with appeal to the MIT Committee on'Machine Methods
of Computation when necessary. Assighed time will be guaranteed as the minimum amount of good time each user will
receive within a bi-weekly period. Different categories of
users will have quotas on the maximum amount of time to be
assigned. Assignments will be made eve ry ,c: two weeks for no
more than ten weeks in advance. Extensive records and reports
will be published on a bi-weekly'basis.

Contents~

Availability•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Conditions for Outside Users ••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 2
Categories of Userso •••••••••••••• o•••• o.o •••••••• o • • • • • 2
Criteria for Assignment ••• o • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • oo • • • 3
Procedure in Applying for Use of wwr ••••••••• ~ •••• o•• o•• 3
Mechanics of Allocation••••••••••••••••••••• o•••••• o•••• 4
Preparation of Programs •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o •• 4
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Preparation of Tapes•••••••••••••••••••••• o • • oo • • • • • • • oo5
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Availability
The Whirlwind I Computer is ordinarily operated 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. Installation of new equipment and maintenance occupies
considerable machine timeo About half the remainder, i.e., about 40
hours per week, is made available under ONR sponsorship for general
purpose scientific and engineering computation (S&EC). This time occurs
in periods ordinarily of one to four hours duration throughout the week
according to a schedule which varies slightly- from week to week. Most
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of the time for S&EC work' occurs over weekends and duritlgtthe·early
morning hours (0300 to 0700)0 Deducting time needed for S&EC staft
work, demonstrations, emergency repairs, etco, some 20 hours per week
remain which may be safely promised to outside userso The time is
assigned in small amounts to various categories of users, without
charge, under the conditions and according to the criteria described
in this note.
Conditions
An applicant must usually
1.

provide a complete written description of the proposed problem;

20
obtain the signature of a member of the MIT Faculty attesting the
value of the solution and the validity of the proposed method of solution;

3. establish, with the aid of a member of the S&EC p.Toup staff i f
necessary, the feasibility of solving the problem on Whirlwind I within
a reasonable amount of computer time and calendar time (less than 10
hours and less than 10 weeks are ordinarily reasonable);

40 be willing to prepare the computer program for the solution of the
problem himself, or provide a member of his organization to do so,
assuming reasonable aid in learning and in programming from the S&EC
group staff;
5.

be willing to prepare a brief progress report in writing every two
weeks and a final report in writing at the completion of the problem;

6.

release all information about the problem for publication, with
due credit but without military or commercial secrecy restrictions.

:._ Categories
The categories listed below have been established to aid in insuring
that certain types of more numerous or more influential applicants do
not entirely deprive other types of applicants, such as thesis students,
from using the computer Certain upper limits have been set on the
amount of time available to each category and time assigned to each
applicant is charged against his category. The requests of the various
applicants are therefore judged in comparison to others in the same
category only. In cases where an applicant can fall equally well into
more than one category, the choice will be made to the advantage of the
applicant. Categories are: .
0

Academic courses, thesis and stUdent research (S)
Machine Computation Committee Fellowships (F)
Academic and DIC Departmental research (M)
ONR ·projects (N)
Digital Computer Laboratory research (D)
Extended commitments (E)
Governmental and Industrial Laboratory ~esearch (G)
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Ordinarily applicants 'will be assigned either enough time to satisfactorily complete their projects or no:.time at allo Occasionally, a
reduced amount of time viII be offered when this seems justifiable and
useful Preference in the allocation of time will be given principally
according to"the following criteria:
0

10
utility of the general method of solution, to science and engineering
generally;
20

utility of the specific solution to the field in general;

30

utility of the specific solution to the applicant in particular;

4.

magnitude of the problem relative to the importance of the solution;

50
efficiency and estimated cost (i£ charge were to be made) of using
Whirlwind I relative to efficiency and cost of other possible means of
solution;
60'

availability to the applicant of other means for solution;

7.

concreteness of the problem and proposed method of solution;

80

magnitude of problem

9.

efficiency of proposed use of computer by absolute standards;

by.-:'apso;I.ute~~':standards;

reputation of the applicant generally and as established in any
previous use of Whirlwind 10

~;IOo

Procedure in Applying for ITse o£ WWI
The following procedure viII ordinarily be followed in applying for
the use of the Whirlwind computer:
10 The applicant will complete and submit to Professor Charles
Adams form DL-518, De~cription of Problem Proposed-for Solution
on the MIT Whirlwind I Computer. The form when received will
be duplicated by Ozalid proces50 Handwritten copy, i f submitted,
will be typed and 'a print returned to the applicant for verificationo Detailed instructions for completing the form are",J)rOvidedo (see form 'and instructions attached)
2.

A member of the Scientific and Engineering Applications Group
'will be selected by Adams to cont~ct the applicant and arrange
a meeting at which the problem can be discussed and the feasibility of the solution establishedo At this time also a
reasonable estimate of the computer time involved wi1l be made
and added to the Description, along with any necessary amplification, corrections and staff-member comments~
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30 The proposal, if feasible, will be submitted to the S&EC Time
Allocation Panel at its next bi-weekly meeting for assignment
of timeo Ordinarily, the applicant need not be present at the
panel meeting, but in some cases he will be asked to present
,and justify his problem ,and to' answer.. questions orally
0

,40 When the applicant and the panel cannot reach an agreement,
arrangements will be made to refer the question to the MIT
Committee on Machine Methods of Computation (chairmanl
Professor Po M. Morse) The Committee reoomriuJndation itdl1.> (:J':..~J.
brdirts.rlly be accepted as the final decision.
0

Mechanics of Allocation
The Allocation Panel will assign to each accepted applicant cer~
amounts of computer time to meet the estimated need in each of the next
five bi-weekly periodso It is emphasized that an assignment represents
!total timl!'::per p·er!Qd; no~ ~ given.bour"'onl:'a'"lg1vetr;'da~o:' Pri.orities
with1ti;',a periodi.,ailii 'Ca1-ry'voovers to later periods are discussed belowo
In assigning time, care will be taken not to commit all assignable
time very far in advance Ordinarily only about 20% of the assignable
time for any given period will be assigned at anyone bi-weekly meeting
of the Allocation Panelo In no event will any assignment be made more
than 10 weeks in advance exceptflFa problem in the extended commitment
category (to which are assigned a uniform number of hours per period
for one year in advance only on recommendation of the Committee on
Machine Methods of Computation)
Thus time for a given problem will
ordinarily be available as soon as it can be effectively used,and the
problem should ordinarily be completed within 10 weeks of the assignment of timeo If major changes of schedules or any increases in , '
assigned time are necessary, a formal request must be made and the
entire situation reconsidered by the Allocation Panelo
0

0

Allocations, once made by the Allocation Panel, will be adhered
to as closely and asfairlya-s . . possibleo Neither the Digital Computer
, laboratory nor its staff members will be. held legally or morally
responsible when assigned time has to be postponed, reduced or withdrawn due to circumstances beyond the direct control of those involve~o
No promises of time hinted at, implied or specifically made by ~
person not representing the Allocation Panel or the Committee on
,Machine Methods may be taken as a definite comm~tmento In particular,
no allocation of time more than 10 weeks in advance may be considered
as a definite commitment except in the extended commitment category,
in which time is assigned one year in advanceo
Preparation of Progrgms
The applicant will be solely reponsible for preparing his own
program t 0 obtain an efficient solution of his problem on the machine
A staff member will be assigned only to advise him on specific points '
and".give him whatever help he must have in preparing the programo He
0

P~ge
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may call briefly on the advice or service of any other st~f member in
the S&EC group when necessaryo He may not expect the laboratory staff
to prepare detailed programs or do detailed checking for himo
Each staff 'member will schedule an individually-prescribed number
of office· ·hours and will ordinarily be available for consultation only
during those hourso Appointments and schedules will be coordinated by'
the S&EC Group Staff Coordinator~ Room 218, Barta Buildingo Records
of the amoUnt of staff time used in connection with each problem will
be kept by the Staff 6oordinatoro
Training in Programming
In addition to the consulting facilities described above, the S&EC
Group will provide (1) an up-to-date reference manual, (2) an elementary
training program, and (3) an advanced semi na':J:" p . allan programming for
Whirlwind Io
The manual will describe the computer, techniques of programming,
and the generally-adopted procedures for using the standard service
routines for input, output, extr,a-precision and/or floating point
operation, function evaluation and mistake locationo
The elementary training program will consist of a series of six
or seven lectures of two-hour duration presented over a period of two
weeks by members of the staff The program will be repeated every two
weeks, excluding academic vacations, except whenever there is insufficient demando
0

The seminar will meet once every two weeks'to~discuss new developments in Whirlwind I hardware or techniques, to hear new suggestions,
to receive reports from a committee on new suggestions, and to discuss
any questions or suggestions of general interesto
The manual and training program will be available to anyone listed
as a programmer on an approved problemo Others may be included by
special request to Professor Adams or to the Committee on Machine Methods
'of Computationo The seminar will be open to eyeryoneo The overall
program will be under the direction of the Training Supervisor, aided by
the Training Coordinator, Room 218, Barta Buildingo
Preparation of Tapes
Preparation of punched paper tapes to introduce programs and data
into the computer is a clerical procedure handled by the Tape Preparation Room, sup~rvised by the S&EC Group Tape Preparation Coordinator,
under the direction of the Operations Supervisor, Room 218, Barta
Building 0 A reasonable amount of tape preparation is implicit with an
allocation of computer timeo In some cases special arrangements can
be made by which an applicant may make tapes of his own, but this is
not usual procedureo Records of the amount of tape preparation used
in connection with each problem will be kept by the Tape Preparation
Coordinator Requisition forms must be used whenever a new tape is to
0
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be prepared or an old one modified Ordinarily, all requests are filled
within one dayo Rush jobs p so marked p are handled' in tvo hours or lesso
Five minutes is deducted from the computer time assignment for each rush
t~pe jobo
0

Operation of the Computer
To increase efficiency, all computer operation on S&EC~work is
performed by one of a group of young operators who specialize in this
jobo Programmers are not permitted to operate the computer for themselves They may specially instruct the operators in advance or on
the spot if desired p subject to all usual time liinit,ations given- belowo
Computer operations are scheduled and supervised b,ythe S&EC Group
Computer Coordinator, under the direction of the Operations Supervisoro
0

Precedence in Program Performance
)

When a program has be,en submitted to the Tape Room, the programmer
may immediately request the performance of that programo He must submit
a request form in which he designates, among other things, the length
of time which his program is expected to takeo If this is less than
five minutes, he may mark his program "short run o n All requests are
submitted to the Computer Coordinator in Room ,218, 'Barta Building, where
they are numbered g marked with the date and hour~ and placed in sequence
as received During each available computer hour, the programs a.re
performed in the order requested, except that
l'

0

10

in ,a:p.y hour~ r..eql}:9sts marked "rush" are dealt with first p in
thEf'order received p

20

in any daytime hour Sl all",.short runs are performed before any
long runs (however~ a short run is taken from the machine as
soon as it runs over five minutesSl the five minutes used
being charged against the assigned time)p

30

any request zru;y be delayed' (but in no case advanced) p if
desired, until a particular time or until the programmer
arrives to watch it run~

40

requests for which no assigned time is available are kept in
a separate sequence and performed in that sequence only after
all assigned-time requests are cornpletedo Rush ~~d short r~~s
are given noprer€~.1."'ential treatmento No unassigned-time request
may exceed one hour of computer timeo If more than one request
for unassigned time is received from a single programmer, the
others a.re kept in special sequence and inserted into the main
sequence only after the first request has been filledo

Assignment '
TheapplicantVs "account'."of 'assigned time in a 'given period will
be charged for every second his problem is on the computero In case of
computer malfunctions Sl the operator will start the problem over again
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vii th no charge for the false start unless the operating time before the
failure exceeded five minutes~ in which case the excess over five minutes
\-1:1.11 be chargedo When all assigned time for a particular applicant
during a given biweekly period has been used upS)'his requests for further
operations will be heldwltil un.assigned time becomes available as
described above or until the start of the next period in,which he has
time assignedo
Reassigned Time
Assigned ,.tine unused at the end of a period will automatically be
multiplied by a reassignment f~ctor of 05 and added to the assignment
for the following wesko If the time was'unused because the computer
was unavailable due to malfunctioning the reass~gnment factor will 1 00
0

Whenever an applicant realizes that he cannot effectively use his
time during a given period~ he may'relinquish any amount of it in
writing immediately and apply to the Allocation Panel for reassignmento
TIme relinquished far enough in advance to make it available for other
assignment will be reassigned to later periods as desired (where possi~
ble) with a reassignment factor of 075 or greater: t~e relinquished
during a period will be reasifighed.:~~trp lat,e~periods as desired (where
possible) with an reassignment factor\ofo5" or greater.o (Form DL-527g attaehed)
Direct exchanges of assigned time between applicants are permissioleo
These should be reported immediately to the CompUter Coordinator, Room
218 p to permit suitable changes of recordo The ratio of exchange need
not be one for oneo n In some cases the Allocation Panel or the Operations
Supervisor may offer relinquished time to other applicants in exchange
for relinquishing the same amount {or less if circumstances dictate} ,
6f later assigned timeo
Rush Jobs
A request for computer operation marked "rush" will be performed
before all routine requestso A rush job is charged against assign~d
time at a rate of double time plus five minutes per jobo
Forfeiture
Whenever no unfilled requests for assigned time are wa.iting, computer
time is given without assignment to any requests for 'which assigned time
was not availableo When any appreciable amount of such time is given
without assignment~ all assigned time outstanding for that period may
bepr~portionately reduced to compensate (down to. a minimtnn of 5~)o
Records
Careful records
tively and biweekly~
and of assigned time
jobs and forfeitureo
and tape preparation'

are kept by the Computer Coordinator p both cUmulaof time Tequested, ,of time assigned, of time used,
lost due to unused time, relinquished time, rush
These records supplement the records of staff time
timeo
.
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Bi-Weekly Reports
A biweekly report'mustbe submitted' anrorm DL-525; on or before
noon on alternate Thursdays Assigned t iDle for thas" fol101l!ing 'Weeks
. will be deducted at a !',ate of 10 mlnutes time for ·~'~P.-r. "vlorking hour
or fraction of tardines.s These reports should be\\brfe,f but should
be comprehen~ible without specialized vocabUlar.y'(especia1ly of code
symbols) or extensive lmowledge ot prevIous statUs. Above all, the
report must exp~ain the disposition of the computer time, staff time,
and tape·preparation time which have been.charged agai.Ilst the problem.
The Panel or the Committee 'may at any time suspend anyi:problem f9r
which justification seems inadequate until the applican~ has reconvinced the Panel or Committee of the validity of his work. '
.
at

0

Final Reports
At·the completion or abandonment of a problem, ~,the~ applicant must
prepare a final report describing completely the problem, the methods
of solution tried, the difficulties encountered, the final program used,
and the resul ts obta~ed. In the case of problems running for more
than 'three months, a quarterly progress report must also be prepared in
which the previous 6 or 7 bi-weekly reports, along with the description
of the problem, must be condensed into a single, integrated report for
the quarter. Failure to prepare a final report within four weeks of the
completion' or abandonment of a problem may prejudice consideration of
future requests for computer time.
Signed____~-_~~~_.~----

c.

Attached:
DL-5lB
DL-5.26
DL-527
DL-525

W. Adams

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PREPARATION OF FORM DL-5l8
ao

Fill out answers to all questions except those'~;Yhich, after serious
deliberation, you feel unqualified to answer before discussing the
matt~r with a member of the Digital Computer Laboratory staffo

bo

Use a typewriter for all words, black ink ~or equations and symbols if
possibleo In any event, do not use blue pa,ncil or light blue ink as
this does not reproduce on Ozalido

Co

Add to the form a supplementary statement, typed on unwatermarked semitranslucent white paper~ describing in some detail the problem, its
origin, its history to date, its importance, and giving names of
researchers interested in it and published references if anyo

do

The meaning of the individual questions is given belowo

10 Give full name with title (eogo~ Mro,Miss, Mrso, Dro, Profo, Colo, etco)
of person primarily responsible for wanting the problem doneo Then CROSS
OUT either "associated with" or nrepresenting'~ to indicate the type of
affiliation and, give name of organization and department9 with further
detail if necessaryo Do not use initials unless they can be readily interpretedo Do not use SELFo A stUdent in math would-cross out "representing"
and write "MIT Math Depto" A student in math assigned to the work as part
of a Machine Methods Committee Fellowship would cross out "associated with"
and write "MIT Math DeptolP ONR Fellowo"

20 Give a title which describes the physical problem as briefly as possible,
followed 'by and not depending on a brief mention of the mathematical problem
involved For example, RLC Circuit Transient Response; second order linear
differential equatioDo '
0

Summ~rize the physical and mathematical problem in words and/or
equations as concisely as possibleo
'

36

40 List the symbols 'which represent the independent variables (type I),
the parameters or numbers which remain constant during one solution but are
to be varied from one solution to the next (type p), the dependent variables
(type D)~ and the constants (type C)o Give their meanings if obviouso
~En~ them in order of type I, P, D or C and label each
Indicate the
range~ ioeo, the quotient of maximum divided by minimum possible values, of
eacho Indicate the number of different discrete values each quantity is
expected to assume during the calculationo
0

50

Name and/or describe the numerical procedures to be usedo

60 IndiCate the number of significant digits which are necessary (needed)
and those which are sufficient (desired) to insure useful resultso Cross
out two o.f the thre~ choices (know, estimated, guessed}o
70 Ind'icate how many complete or partial numerical solutions have already
been attained by hand or using other computing aidso If' non.~ write NOo
If any, indicate about how many man (or girl) minutes were required on the
average per complete solutiono Describe the equipment used (eogo, ft2 girls
DL-526
(over)

DESCRIPrION OF .PROBLEM PROPOSED FOR SOLUTION ON -THE MIT WHIRLWIND I COMPutER
"
(see instruction
separate sheet)
...

on

. 1.

associated ',"-1i th

Submitted by:

).

rep~esenting "'::

Brief description 'of complete problem
with indication of the part to be
. solved by WWI:

50' Basic numerical

proceduresto.~ used,
with approximate number of repetitions
:of each:
.

'Syr.nb9lJ;.. Hfanihg J
Typ~,

Range,

NOt

!

I
needed. (kri?W, estimated,

Numbe~ ot. significant decimal digits:_ desired _
.guessed)
. . '70 Numerical solutions have been obtained for ~ cases, each requiring
about _
minutes, by means of:
.

60

8__An analytic solution .. to the' problem: CB.nn.ot. be.

90

10 0

Programmer(s):

.

Reference(s):

0l?tain~d

because:

Name, Position, Business Address, Phone, Field ofInteres~,.
Degree 11 Date, Experience, Time Available
"

Name, Position, BtistnessAddress, Phone, Field of Interest"

110 SCHEDULE

Period
Pro~a.mmin1Z hours
Computer MIl hours
Performance hours
.I>k518

-'.

!
I

"

i'oi;aJ
"

"

.

,

I

~--~end

to ROOM 218 p BARTA'BUILDIRG

SUBJECTg

¥QUEST FOR WI TIME FOR SCIENTIFIC __ ~N1)~~~~G COMPUTATION

'fo:

Charles.·W Adams" ohairman p S&EC GroUp Time Allocation Panel
,~ Dig! tal Computer Laboratory, Cambridge 39 Maaaachusetto '

~

0

f)

hom:

,. ..

Date:
Title or Number ot

Problem~

applicant cheo»(and fill in blank!i
.! or

l!

a) ____I submit herewith form DL-5lS
describing a.problem whioh I have
disoU8sed in detail with '
_ _ _ _of the S&·EC Group 'Staft

Action of Panel (to be tilled in at Fanel
"

".

"

; 195__

Date

Members present
a

c..::...._~=-

1,)_I hereby relinquish
of the
hours which were assigned to me for
the period ending
,,195__

Meeting)'

b

____ _______ l ___ _____
~

~

c

L_~_~___

no, opinion

-----_______

-----------~--------------------------~

I request c~mputer time (re)assigned
as followag

tor biweekly period ending .

(a) . request disapproved

=====::::ooao.... (b) referred to Committes
=-======-"""' (0)

assigned
as follows
..

former assignment

"""'==:..........=--=-:=c:ao==ot:::II::.......::::c:o

~

195<==0 p -===houra
195=9 =hours

_-===_~;;:;oo::c=SJ 195coo=:>9 ===--=hours

coar:=_-==_ _........

:z=:oo=c:. 9

Comments~

I>L-527

1950=..9

~houra

TOTAL

-==hciurs

, Comments~

NEW ASSIGNMENT

--~send

:BIWEEKLY REPORT

to ROOM 21S. :BARTA BUILDING

*' -------

SUBJEOT:

PROGRESS ON SOIENTIFIO AND ENGINEERING COMPUTATION PRO:BLEM

To:

J. W. Forrester. Director. MIT Digital Computer Lab •• Oambridge 39. Mass.

From:
Covering the two-week period up to 1200. Thursday. _________________ • 195__
Names of Programmers

Time Spent

Whirlwind I Time (to be filled in by
Computer Coordinator)
used to date
rush to date
assigned to date ---as~igned
for next period ---unused
carried
assi ned ahead
um ers
0 al
requests
____________________
tapes prepared~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
number of words
used
rush jobs

Associated DCL Staff Member

processed~

---------------------

Date initated
• 195__ ; Date to be terminated
• 195_
P bl
t:1 Described in :Biweekly Report
• 195
ro em: ~CJ See attached sheet (Description should be as brief and non-technical as
possible)
~repare A.B,a coherently enough to be directly incorporated into the DOL BiweeklyJ
A. Results: (describe. indicate significance&what fraction of job is represented)

r

(a) Productive computer time (CODlpt'ut atlon _~h~r____m~i_n
lOu p
t uhr
min
B. Difficulties (be very explicit-name exact trouble and cause);

(b) Time lost to program difficulties
(c) Time lost to clerical difficulti~$
(Sum of (a), (b). (c) should equal net time used)
O. Plans for future:

Expect to complete problem ___ weeks

DL-525

ahead of
behind schedule.

"

hr

hr

min
min

WI PERFOBMANCE BEQ,UEST

Probe No.

Date

o Rush

Submitted by_ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------

----- -------

MIT Phone

Input

Programmer

c:::I 5-56 tape

c::r need
c::r IIIllS t

r:::::r basic direct flexo

not) be present .
)

approved by

C CS direct flexo
.....
....... 5-56 and dC~l.rec t flexo
Output

Home

----

time

----------

Performance

operates within
runs' min.

sec.

-

t:l printer, no. lines
c:::::J punch, no. inches ~:ot::I scope & camera, no. frames _ _
t::::I magnetic tape, read~_
record
unit no.

----

INSTRUCTIONS:

C short run (5 min. or less)
c:J long run
min.
Program Should

c:J stop automatically on ~_ _ _--'"'!'~
t::l be stopped manually after .____ min.

(list the sequence in which they are to be operated)

Performed by
Date

DL-324-4

-------------------

----------------------------
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Digital Computer LaboratorY
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT:

TAPE PREPARATION REQUISITIONS

To:

s. & E.

From:

Me(~C.:

Date:

December 22, 1952

Abstract:

A new tape preparation form is now in usee This memorandum
should anS1.oJ'er any questions on hm·, this form should be filled
out and submitted.

C. Group and Group 61

Mackey

Since the form has been generalized in order to satisfy both the
Scientific and Engineering Computation and the Air Defens'e groups , it seems
advisable to issue instructions on how Tape Requis.i tion's~ are·:.:td .be submitted.
Tape Numbers
The tape number must be written in the proper place on the requisition.
See the sections dealing with Mods and parameters for information
on numbering them. A requisition covers either mod £r a parametereOne
requisition may not be used for both.

a

Problem Numbers
Space for Problem number is allowed for the S. & E. C. group.
This must be filled in by members of this group or any outsiders vlOrking
vIi th this group.
Modifications
Mod,numcere stmt with zero and are increased by 1 for each additional
mod. If the registers and their contents which are to be typed constitute a
complete program, please indicate this by checking the block provided.
If these registers are changes in a previous program they are
attached to this tape. The prograruners must indicate the tape and mod to
which they wish this information attached. The same is true of additions to
a tape.
Parameters
Parameter tapes are always kept separate from the main program.
They should be numbered starting with zero and increased by 1 for each new

Page 2
parameter.
he must use
to which he
there is no

If the progrannner wishes to change certain registers in a parameter,
the next, highest parameter number and indicate the parameter tape
wishes these changes attached. As far as our'records are concerned,
other provision made for modifications m parameters.

Addresses
One of the b~ocks dealing with the addresses should be checked depending on
whether they are octal or decimal.

The'form in which the information is to be typed should be indicated.
Since the Direct Read-in Program (for tapes left in Standard form) occupies
registers 1250 thru 2037 (octal), a program must be converted to 5-56 form if
it occupies any of these registers.
The, Comprehensive System of Service Routines (CS) will process tapes using
floating addresses, general~zed decimal numbers 'and interpretive routines.
The number of registers to be punched manually in 5-56 form may

~

exceed·

Other Information
The author's name, room and telephone number should be given.
The register to which control is transferred after read-in should be placed
after the words START AT on the requisition. If your program starts at an
interpreted order be sure to put an "i" before the words START AT.
Because of the lack of space for filing tapes and manuscripts, our' motto
has become "When in doubt, throy. it outl" All previous mods or parameters
(depending on which the request is for) will be discarded unless they are
circled in the space provided on the tape preparation requistion.
Programmers may request that the tape be completed by a certain time by
fillring.in the blank labeled "Needed by" in the upper left-hand corner of the
requisition~
However, this does not mean that the tape will be ready at this
time. All requests are filled in order of receipt and the' time needed to prepare a tape will vary according to the work load at that time.
Clear, legible manuscripts and a requisition with the necessary information
carefully indicated will help us to operate quickly and efficiently.

TAPE PREPARATION REQUISITION

Rec'd at

Tape #

-------

Needed by _______________

Author

-----

Prep. Time

Problem #

------------------------------------------

------

o

Type and leave in Standard' Form
Type and convert to 5-56 Form

oo Type for CS Conversion f 0
Type in Subrotl-.1ii1?-e Form"t'-o as

B~~

DPunch manually in 5-56 Form
DType exactly as indicated

----

Rm

Ext

---

Approve,d b~

o Octal addresses are used
o Decimal addresses are used

c=JThis is a complete tape
I )Attach to

.0

---

d

Mod #
Param #

------(address

t=

START AT

of zero temp. reg.

-----------------

Special Instructions

---------

Discard all previous Mods
except those circled 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Paramo

Typed by

Proofread by ________

Printed by

Corrected by

Duplicated by

DL-590-2

-------Filed by
-----------------

Tape' _ _ __
Tape Preparation Complaint
_________________ Typist _______________________ Date ___________

Programmer~

;Errora: '.

r=J' Err~r

in typewritten copy
at rego'
at rego

a additional

o

e read
read

_ _ _ _ _ __
instead of _ -_ _ _ _ __
1D.ste~.of

errors marked on attached program prit;lt

0

Error in' 5-5-6 tape as marked on the tape

Oincorrect character',
.' :Dom! tted~aracter
improper s'tructure

o

. Cauaez _______________-=Inyestigated, by _________ ,Date __________

The tape

o

D

checked

W8it

0

Dwss not
manual error 9 operator _______- - - - - - machine error p punch """_____________________ typewriter "_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _........
manual duplication error!) operator __________________

§

' .machine duplication error punch _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ reader' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o

p

no punched tape

'S_~y.g

e;r~r

(llnor occurred on (date) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at (time) _ _ _ _ _ _ _)

t=Jt~8ientv

reade:r

Dequ1pment, breakdown _ _ _..--_

. Dtransient. punch
Dtransiept, computer ______
,'Dtransient o t1Pewriter
manual , operator _________
~unknown cause (theory: ______________________________________________________

o

Additional Comments:

FORM DL-251

------------------------------------------------------------)~

POWhltS

x

2
2
'4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192,
16384
32768

x

-x

..x

~

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

05
025
0125
00625
003125
001562
000781
000390
000195
000097
000048
000024

2
65536
1 31072
262144
5 24288
10 48576
20 97152
41 94304
83 88608
167 77216
335 54432
671 08864
1342 17728
2684 35456
5368 70912
10737 41824

O~'

,

'tWO

-x
z.. 6....:-

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

o

0*
0*
0*
0*
0*
0*
0*
0*

00001 52587
76293 94531
38146 97265
19073 48632
09536 74316
04768 37158
02384 18579
01192 09289
00596 04644
00298 02322
00149 01161
00074 50580
00037 25290
0001862645
00009 31322

89062
25
625
8125
40625
20312
10156
55078
77539
38769
19384
59692
29846
14923
57461

5

5
5
25
25
125
625
0625
3125
o~
53125
65625
0*
76562 5
82812 5
0*
38281 25
41406 25
19140
625
~00012 20703 125
0*
09570
3125
000006 10351 5625
.
0*
54785
15625
15 000003 05175 78125
2x z.. 2-x
21474 83648 31 0* r" 00004' 65661 "28730;, 7'739Z"81.2 5
42949 67296 32 *, ()()0()2'" 32830:64365:" 38696r\'289Q6:.~ 25
85899 34592 33 0"" .'. 00001"16415" 32182 69.348 '.14453 125
1:J71798 69184 34 0** 58207 6609i 34674 07226 5625
3 43597 38368 35 0** 29103 83045 67337 03613 28125
6 87194 76736 36 0** 14551 91522 83668 51806 64062 5
13 74389 53472 37 0** 07275 95761 41834 25903 32031 25
27 48779 06944 38 0** 03637 97880 70917 12951 66015 625
54 97558 13888 39 0** 0181S 98940 35458 56475 83007 8125
109 95116 27776 40 0** 00909 49470 17729 28237 91503 90625
219 90232 55552 41 0** 00454 74735 08864 64118 95751 95312 5
439 80465 11104 42 0** 00227 37367 54432 32059 47875 97656 25
879 60930 22208 43 0** 00113 68683 7721616029 73937 98828 125
1759 21860 44416 44 0** 00056 84J4l. 88608, 08014,,,86968 99414 0625
3518 43720 88832 45 0** 00028 42170,94304 040P7 43484 49707 03125
~
7036 87441 77664 46 0** 00014 21085 471;2,.02003 '11742 24853 51562 5
14073 74883 55328 47 0** 00007 10542 73576 '01001 85871 12426 75781 25
28147 49767 106;6 4S 0** 00003 55271 36788 00500 92935 56213 37890 625
56294'.99534' 21312 49 1)** 00001 77635 68394 00250 46467 78106 68945 3125
1 12589 99068 42624 50 0'*** 88817 84197 00125 23233 89053 34472 65625
2 25179 98136 85248 51 o~ 44408 92098 5006261616 94526 67236 32812 5
4 50359 96273 70496 52 0*** 22204 46049 25031 30808 47263 33~1816406 25
9 00719 92547 40992 5~ o4H 11102" 2~024',6~515':65404 23631 66809 08203 125
18 01439 85094 81984 54 0***,05551 11512 31257 82702 11815 83404 54101 5625
36 02879 70189 63968 55 o~ 02775 55756 15628 91351 05907 91702 27050 78125
72 05759 40379 27936 56 0*** 01387\77878 07814 45675 52953 95851 13525 39062 5
144 11518 80758 55872 57 0*** 00693 88939 03907 22837 76476 97925 56762 69531 25
288 23037 61517 11744 58 o~ 00346.94469 5195~ 61418 88238 48962 78381 34765 625
576'46075 23034 23488 59 0*** 00173-47234 75976 80709 44119 24481 39190 67382 8125
1152 92150 46068 46976 60 o~ 00086 73617 37988 40354 72059 62240 69595 33691 4062;
2305 84300 92136 939~2 61 0'*** 00043 368m3 68994 20177 36029 ·8112034797·66845 70312
4611 68601 84273 87904 62 o~ 00021 68404 34497 10088 68014 9056017~9S 8342285156
9223 37203 68547 75808 63 0*** 0001084202 17248 55044 34007 45280 08699 41711 42578
18446,74407 37095 51616164 0'" 0000; 42101 08624 27522 17003 7.2640 04349 708SS 71289
, ,6R934~814 74191 03232 65 0*** 00002 71050 54312 13761 08501 86320 02174 85427 85644
I

o·

I)

;::

:~~

r:: i"',.~ :":()

;
2S
125
0625
53125

